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1. Abstract
Deliverable D1.1-Obstacle Detection System Requirements and Specification formalizes
requirements that obstacle detection system (ODS), to be developed within the SMART project,
should fulfil. In order to increase the quality of rail freight, as well as its effectiveness and
capacity, a level of automation of railway cargo haul at European railways needs to be increased.
An important part of the autonomous operation of cargo haul at European railways shall be a
complete, safe and reliable obstacle detection system to be used mainly for initiation of long
distance forward-looking braking and short distance wagon recognition for shunting onto buffers.
SMART main goal is to increase the quality of rail freight, as well as its effectiveness and capacity,
through the contribution to automation of railway cargo haul at European railways. In order to
achieve the main goal, SMART will deliver complete, safe and reliable prototype solution for
obstacle detection at mid-range (up to 200m) and long range (up to 1000m) as well as short
distance wagon recognition for shunting onto buffers trough development of hardware solutions
and software algorithms for object detection.
The system performance will be validated within several demanding scenarios in relevant
environment. The SMART ODS demonstrator, to be developed during the project lifetime, will
provide sensor fusion from thermal camera, camera augmented with image intensifier, multistereo vision system and laser range finder. The ODS system will combine two night vision
technologies - thermal camera and image intensifier with multi-stereo vision system and laser
scanner in order to create fusion system capable to provide fail safe and reliable obstacle
detection at mid-range (up to 200 m) and long range (up to 1000 m) during day and night
operation.
In order to provide necessary specification and to define main requirements for designing and
developing of SMART ODS demonstrator, description of concept solution and overall framework
architecture is firstly described in this deliverable.
In line with the targets of the MAAP TD5.2 and within the scope of digitalization for future rail
freight, SMART has established close cooperation in project realization and information exchange
with complementary member S2R project ARCC-Automated Rail Cargo Consortium and project
stakeholders. Until the delivery date of this deliverable, ARCC-SMART collaboration mainly
concerned preparation of Collaboration agreement between two Consortiums, joint work
consisted on discussion on general requirements of ODS and possibilities of joint testing of both
obstacle detection systems that will be developed in SMART and ARCC projects respectively.
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2. Executive summary and report scope
This deliverable document, D1.1-Obstacle Detection System Requirements and Specification,
reports the activities, effort and work performed under the first Work Package, WP1Requirements and Specification for obstacle detection, of the SMART working streamAutonomous Obstacle Detection. The aim of this deliverable is to present a list of requirements
and specifications that will guide SMART research and development activities considering
obstacle detection prototype to be developed during the project lifetime. The SMART obstacle
detection result will be a step towards achieving of a long-term goal of Grade of Automation 4
(GoA4) corresponding to unattended rail freight and complete automation without any on-train
staff. Though SMART ODS will be developed with a main goal of development of fully
autonomous sensor-based obstacle detection system, the final implementation of SMART
prototype will be done with GoA2 and semi-automated operation as goal operation. It is
expected that the validation of SMART prototype in real-world environment (WP7) results also in
recommendations for the requirements and specifications for an ODS for GoA4.
Chapter 1 of this Deliverable is the Abstract, where basic information, motivation and results are
listed while the second Chapter - Executive summary and report scope describes structure of this
report. The third Chapter - Overall requirements for the obstacle detection system is dedicated to
presenting concept of the ODS demonstrator to be developed in SMART project and general
functional requirements of that system. The ODS demonstrator consists of different modules and
Chapter 3 includes the list of specific technical requirements for every ODS module as well as
requirements for the system integration into a single housing.
In Chapter 4 possible evaluation scenarios were described and the locomotive for evaluation in
some scenarios was defined. For the evaluation scenario possibilities and locomotive that will be
used in the evaluation, different railway specific regulations must be obeyed and those are listed
in this chapter. A number of requirements for every ODS subsystem further listed therefore come
as a consequence of those railway regulations.
In Chapter 5, theoretical background, state of the art and a list of technical requirements for 3
RGB mono cameras forming 2 stereo-vision subsystem are given, followed by theoretical
background, state of the art and the list of technical requirements for Thermal camera subsystem
given in Chapter 6 and Night vision image intensifier subsystem in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 deals
with the requirements for Laser sensor.
Chapter 9 of this Deliverable is entitled “ODS demonstrator vehicle mounting” and it gives a list
of requirements that housing of the complete ODS needs to fulfil in order to enable the
evaluation in WP7. This includes the specification of passive vibration suppression subsystem.
Chapter 10 is the System integration and includes a list of requirements for processing unit (e.g.
industrial PC), communication of sensors and processing unit, power supply and connection with
a locomotive etc.
Chapter 11 is the Conclusion chapter, followed by the list of references.
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3. Overall requirements for the obstacle detection system
In this chapter, an overview of the relevant domain knowledge prerequisites of SMART
requirements regarding Obstacle Detection working stream is given. Functional and technical
requirements of the ODS demonstrator with respect to the SMART concept solution presented in
the project proposal and objectives of the SMART working stream-Autonomous Obstacle
Detection, are given. The Chapter concludes by targeting some activities that will be done in WP2
and WP3 as a logical continuation of WP1.
In Figure 3.1, timeline and list of specific deliverables for the first 24 months of the Autonomous
OD working stream of SMART project is presented.

Figure 3.1 Timeline of SMART deliverables for providing needed information for ODS demonstrator

This deliverable, D1.1, is predecessor to the deliverable D2.1-Report on selected sensors for
multi-sensory system for OD, which will be delivered in month 9 of the project, and will include
very detailed specification of the sensors selected for the development of the ODS demonstrator.
Thus, deliverables D1.1 and D2.1 are fundamental deliverables which form a basis for the
development of SMART ODS demonstrator.
3.1. Context and motivation
Obstacle Detection System Requirements and Specification report is the first deliverable on
research and innovation activities of the Autonomous Obstacle Detection working stream of the
SMART project, and it is done in line with the Shift2Rail Multi-Annual Action Plan [MAAP 2015].
The MAAP is a long-term investment planning document, which translates the strategic research
and innovation priorities for the rail sector – as described in the S2R Master Plan - into concrete
actions, milestones and deliverables to be undertaken collaboratively by the S2R JU in the period
2015-2024.
As indicated in S2R JU Multi Annual Action Plan [MAAP 2015], the work conducted within the
Shift2Rail framework is structured around five asset-specific Innovation Programmes (IPs),
covering all the different technical and functional sub-systems of the rail system. These five IPs
are supported by work in five cross-cutting areas and themes (CCA) that are of relevance to each
of the S2R funded projects and take into account the interactions between the IPs and the
different subsystems.
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The Innovative Programme 5 (IP5), named Technologies for Sustainable and Attractive Rail
Freight, is the programme where the project working stream Obstacle Detection System is
addressed.
Demonstration activities are a priority within Shift2Rail, as they enable the entire rail sector to
visualize and concretely test the transformations that they are able to create. Demonstrations
also enable a more appropriate quantification of the impact of each new technology.
Demonstration activities also help at providing a first estimate of the potential for improvement
in the sector at the levels of regional, national and EU transport network, which can be expected
as a result of the developed innovations.
Technology Demonstrators (TD) focus on the development or adoption of innovative
technologies and models within the rail sub-systems identified in the Innovation Programmes.
They enable ground-breaking progress in key areas such as traction, automatic train operation
and intelligent diagnosis and maintenance systems. They seek inspiration from innovative
technologies, materials and methods used or explored in other sectors. The innovations
developed may consist of software and/or hardware systems.
In that sense, the IP5 is structured in seven TDs with the ambition to deliver demonstrations at
TRL 6-7. The seven TDs are axed around the three following work streams:




Optimization of operational processes for infrastructure, operations and assets;
Automation of rail freight system;
New markets.

Each TD is composed of different focus areas. The focus area is the framework and level of detail,
where the project work is described and the activities of all involved parties are bundled.
The research and innovation area for SMART working stream Obstacle Detection System is TD5.6
Autonomous train operation [MAAP 2015]. One of the main focus areas within this technological
demonstrator 5.6 is Obstacle detection by means of sensor-fusion from radar, lidar and stereo
camera systems for short distance shunting onto buffers, and long distance forward-looking
driving.
In the domain of automation of rail freight, the challenge is twofold. There is a need to focus
both on automated driving and on automation of processes in the marshalling yard. Combining
automation of these different processes would contribute to increasing competitiveness in
comparison to road freight. As it was defined in Projects Call, specific challenge of the Automated
Driving working stream is development of safe and reliable on-board obstacle detection system
for freight trains within existing infrastructure where obstacle detection will be a key
requirement for freight trains on mixed mainlines running 100 km/h, also for trains beyond 5000
t still going 80 km/h, and in all conditions. Therefore the main focus in research and innovation
activities of Obstacle detection work stream of SMART project is to develop an ODS
demonstrator.
The SMART topic, S2R-OC-IP5-01-2015, is complementary with the topic S2R-CFM-IP5-02-2015:
Start-up activities for Freight Automation contributing to TD5.6. Regarding MAAP TD5.6 demands
and necessities of complementary activities with ARCC consortium, the mutual 2 way direction
cooperation is developed between SMART and ARCC partners.
As it was stated in Project Call some expected results and expected impacts are defined for TD5.6,
which relates to the SMART project working stream, Obstacle Detection. There are three main
expected results from SMART project working stream Obstacle Detection System and schematic
presentation of results and impacts is shown in Fig.3.3.
9
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Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..2 Project call scope/ deliverables relationship

Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..3 SMART expected results and impacts of ODS
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3.2. State of the Art in the Multi-sensor Obstacle Detection Systems
In transportation systems, to ensure vehicle and passenger safety and to develop electronic
systems that deliver driver assistance, understanding vehicle and its surrounding environment is
essential. SMART will focus on the solution presented in project proposal based on sensor fusion
system in order to achieve robust environment perception and mid- and long-range obstacle
detection and recognition.
For the proper development of the future ODS for forward looking driving and shunting onto
buffers some OD solutions from automotive and aviation industries need to be analysed. In
aviation application an airborne collision avoidance system has some ODS solutions that can be
used for obstacle detection in railways. An airborne collision avoidance system operates
independently of ground-based equipment and air traffic control in warning pilots of the
presence of other aircraft that may present a threat of collision. If the risk of collision is imminent,
the system initiates a maneuver that will reduce the risk of collision. ACAS standards and
recommended practices are mainly defined in annex 10, volume IV, of the Convention on
International Civil Aviation. Much of the technology being applied to both military and general
aviation today has been undergoing development by NASA and other partners since the 1980s.
Modern aircraft can use several types of collision avoidance systems to prevent unintentional
contact with other aircraft, obstacles, or the ground [Swihart et al. 2011, ICAO Annex 10, vol. IV]:














Airborne Radar can detect the relative location of other aircraft, and has been in military
use since World War II, when it was introduced to help night fighters (such as the de
Havilland Mosquito and Messerschmitt Bf 110) locate bombers. While larger civil aircraft
carry weather radar, sensitive anti-collision radar is rare in non-military aircrafts;
Traffic collision avoidance system (TCAS), which actively interrogates the transponders of
other aircraft and negotiates collision-avoidance tactics with them in case of a threat.
They are effective in avoiding collisions only with other aircraft that are equipped with
functioning transponders with altitude reporting;
Portable Collision Avoidance System (PCAS), a less expensive, passive version of that do
not actively interrogate the transponders of other aircraft, but listen passively to
responses from other interrogations.
FLARM, a small-size, low-power device (commonly used in gliders or other light aircraft)
which broadcasts its own position and speed vector (as obtained with an integrated GPS)
over a license-free ISM band radio transmission. At the same time it listens to other
devices based on the same standard. Intelligent motion prediction algorithms predict
short-term conflicts and warn the pilot accordingly by acoustical and visual means.
Ground proximity warning system (GPWS), or Ground collision warning system (GCWS),
which uses a radar altimeter to detect proximity to the ground or unusual descent rates.
Terrain awareness and warning system (TAWS) uses a digital terrain map, together with
position information from a navigation system such as GPS, to predict whether the
aircraft's current flight path could put it in conflict with obstacles such as mountains or
high towers, that would not be detected by GPWS (which uses the ground elevation
directly beneath the aircraft;
Synthetic vision provides pilots with a computer-generated simulation of their outside
environment for use in low or zero-visibility situations, while information used to present
warnings is often taken from GPS, INS (Inertial navigation system), or gyroscopic sensors;
Obstacle Collision Avoidance System (OCAS), a ground based system that uses a low
powered radar mounted on or near the obstacle. The radar detects aircraft in the
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proximity of the obstacle and firstly warns aircraft via flashing medium intensity lights and
secondly warns aircraft of the obstacle via a VHF broadcast.
Large, sophisticated aircraft may use several or all of these systems, while a small general
aviation aircraft might have only PCAS or benefit from the OCAS system, or no collisionavoidance system at all (other than the pilot's situational awareness).

In automotive applications there are several sub systems in modern cars that are of interest for
development of ODS in railway. Namely, a collision avoidance system, also known as a pre-crash
system, forward collision warning system, or collision mitigating system, autonomous emergency
braking (AEB), Lane Assist, Pedestrian detection system, Pedestrian crash avoidance mitigation
(PCAM), Forward Collision Warning, Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), etc. all use OD sensors that
possibly can be implemented in SMART ODS [Cicchino 2016, www.euroncap.com/en/vehiclesafety/].
The collision avoidance system uses radar (all-weather) and sometimes laser (LIDAR) and camera
(employing image recognition) to detect an imminent crash. GPS sensors can detect fixed
dangers such as approaching stop signs through a location database. Once an impending collision
is detected, these systems provide a warning to the driver. When the collision becomes imminent,
they take action autonomously without any driver input (by braking or steering or both). Since
sensor range is less than 150m, collision avoidance by braking is appropriate at low vehicle
speeds (e.g. below 50 km/h), while collision avoidance by steering may be more appropriate at
higher vehicle speeds if lanes are clear. Cars with collision avoidance may also be equipped with
adaptive cruise control, using the same forward-looking sensors [Annex to the proposal for a
regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council concerning type-approval requirements
for the general safety of motor vehicles - Impact Assessmen].
AEB systems shall detect possible collisions with the car in front. It does that with sensors to
detect and classify things in front of the vehicle, a system to interpret the data from the sensors,
and a braking system which can work autonomously.
Autonomous vehicles may use lidar for obstacle detection and avoidance to navigate safely
through environments, using rotating laser beams. Cost map or point cloud outputs from the
lidar sensor provide the necessary data for robot software to determine where potential
obstacles exist in the environment and where the robot is in relation to those potential obstacles.
The very first generations of automotive adaptive cruise control systems used only lidar sensors.
Lidar systems play an important role in the safety of transportation systems. Lots of electronic
systems which add to the driver assistance and vehicle safety such as Adaptive Cruise Control
(ACC), Emergency Brake Assist, Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) depend on the detection of a
vehicle's environment to act autonomously or semi-autonomously. Lidar mapping and estimation
achieve this.
Laser-based systems do not detect and track vehicles in adverse weather conditions nor do they
reliably track dirty (and therefore non-reflective) vehicles. Laser-based sensors must be exposed
while radar-based sensors can be hidden behind plastic fascias and can work reliably in all
weather conditions. Single radar systems are the most common. Systems involving multiple
sensors use either two similar hardware sensors like the 2010 Audi A8 or the 2010 Volkswagen
Touareg, or one central long range radar coupled with two short radar sensors placed on the
corners of the vehicle like the BMW 5 and 6 series.
A more recent development is the binocular computer vision system made stereo vision system
present in modern cars. These systems have front-facing video cameras most frequently
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mounted on either side of the rear view mirror and use digital processing to extract depth
information from the two cameras' views.
In 2010 Audi introduced "Pre sense" autonomous emergency braking system that uses twin radar
and monocular camera sensors first integrated in Audi A8. In 2015 in Second generation of Q7
Audi introduced the "avoidance assistant" and "Multicollision brake assist" systems. "Avoidance
assistant" system intervenes in the steering to help the driver avoid an obstacle. If an accident
occurs, the "turning assistant" monitors opposing traffic when turning left at low speeds. In
critical situation, it brakes the car. "Multicollision brake assist" uses controlled braking
maneuvers during the accident to aid the driver .
In 2012 BMW introduced two systems on the 7 Series, "Active Protection" that detects imminent
accidents and "Active Driving Assistant" that combines lane departure warning, pedestrian
protection, and city collision mitigation. In 2013, "Driving Assistant Plus" was introduced on most
models combining the front-facing camera, lane-departure warning, and in some cases front
radar sensors to detect vehicles ahead. Later iterations of the system on cars equipped with
Automatic Cruise Control system are improved by combining radar and camera detection during
fog, rain, and other situations where normal camera operations may be compromised.
Active City Stop was offered in 2012 by Ford and the system uses windscreen mounted cameras,
radars, and lidars to monitor the road ahead. The system doesn't provide a warning, rather, it can
prevent a crash occurring at speeds between 3.6 and 30 km/h. This speed was later raised to 50
km/h.
General Motors' collision alert system was introduced in in 2012 and it uses a camera to provide
warning when there is a vehicle ahead or there is a lane departure In 2014 they have introduced
the radar- and camera-based crash imminent braking.
In 2003 Honda introduced an autonomous braking (Collision Mitigation Brake System CMBS,
originally CMS) front collision avoidance system using a radar-based system to monitor the
situation ahead and provide brake assistance.
Mercedes' "Pre-Safe" system was exhibited at the Paris Motor Show in 2002on the 2003 S-Class.
Using electronic stability control sensors to measure steering angle, vehicle yaw, and lateral
acceleration and brake assist (BAS) sensors to detect emergency braking, the system can do a
series of safety measures to protect passengers. Mercedes-Benz's "Brake Assist BAS Plus" is
forward warning collision system introduced in 2006 on the W221 S-Class and it incorporates the
adaptive cruise control and adds a radar-based collision warning.
Mercedes introduced the first Pre-Safe Brake with full (100%) autonomous braking in 2009 with
maximum braking force approximately 0.6 seconds before impact and in 2013 Mercedes updated
Pre-Safe as plus with cross-traffic assist. Pre-Safe with pedestrian detection and City Brake
function is a combination of stereo camera and radar sensors to detect pedestrians in front of
the vehicle. Pedestrian detection is active up to about 72 km/h, and is able to reduce collisions
with pedestrians autonomously from an initial speed of up to 50 km/h. A radar sensor in the rear
bumper monitors the traffic behind the vehicle.
Nissan's Infiniti brand offers both laser-based and radar-based systems. Brake assist with preview
function anticipates the need to apply emergency braking and pre-pressurize the brake system to
help improve brake response. Intelligent brake assist (IBA) with forward emergency braking (FEB)
uses radar to monitor approaching speed to the vehicle ahead, helping detect an imminent
collision.
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Subaru's system, branded "EyeSight", was announced in May 2008 using stereo camera
technology to detect pedestrians and bicyclists. As initially announced, EyeSight enabled precollision braking control and adaptive cruise control at all speeds. The pre-collision braking
control was upgraded in 2010 to allow the vehicle to stop automatically if the speed difference
between the EyeSight-equipped vehicle and the object in front is less than 30 km/h and the
driver takes no action to slow down or stop. Above 30 km/h, the vehicle will reduce its speed
automatically.It also allows the vehicle to engage braking assist, if there is a risk of a frontal
collision and the driver suddenly applies the brakes.The speed difference to allow an automatic
stop was raised to 50 km/h in 2013 with improved cameras. The adaptive cruise control was also
upgraded in 2010 to allow automatic emergency braking in traffic, fully stopping the EyeSight
vehicle when the car in front has come to a complete stop. In 2013, color was added to the
cameras, allowing the system to recognize brake lights and red stoplights ahead. Subaru also
added an active lane-keeping (keeping the vehicle in the middle of the lane, and applying steering
force to keep the vehicle in the lane when unintentionally crossing lane markers) and throttle
management (to prevent sudden unintended acceleration in forward and reverse) systems in
2013 with the improved cameras.
Toyota's pre-collision system (PCS) is a radar-based system that uses a forward-facing millimeterwave radar. Toyota launched PCS in on February 2003 and in July 2004, the Crown Majesta radar
PCS added a single digital camera to improve the accuracy of collision forecast and warning and
control levels. Pre-collision system with Driver Monitoring System introduced in March 2006 was
using a CCD camera on the steering column. This system monitors the driver's face to determine
where the driver is looking. In 2006 an advanced pre-collision system (APCS) was introducedwith
added twin-lens stereo camera located on the windshield and a more sensitive radar to detect
smaller "soft" objects such as animals and pedestrians. A near-infrared projector located in the
headlights allows the system to work at night.
Toyota introduced higher Speed APCS in 2012 on the Lexus LS that enables deceleration from up
to 60 km/h, compared to the previous of 40 km/h. The higher speed APCS uses the same
technologies as then current APCS. 2013 pre-collision system with pedestrian-avoidance steer
assist and steering bypass assist can help prevent collisions in cases where automatic braking
alone is not sufficient, such as when the vehicle is travelling too fast or a pedestrian suddenly
steps into the vehicle’s path. An on-board sensor detects pedestrians and issues a visual alert on
the dashboard immediately in front of the driver if the system determines that there is a risk of
collision.
Volvo's "Collision Warning with Auto Brake"was developed in 2006 in cooperation with Mobileye
and system is powered by a radar/camera sensor. Later versions will automatically apply the
brakes to minimize pedestrian impacts. Volvo introduced the first cyclist detection system in
2013. All Volvo automobiles now come standard with a lidar laser sensor that monitors the front
of the roadway, and if a potential collision is detected, the safety belts will retract to reduce
excess slack.
Special attention needs to be on the night vision systems in cars [Rösler et al 2006]. An
automotive night vision system uses a thermographic camera to increase a driver's perception
and seeing distance in darkness or poor weather beyond the reach of the vehicle's headlights
["Night vision enhancement systems"]. Such systems are offered as optional equipment on
certain premium vehicles and the technology was first introduced in 2000 based on the night
vision devices (NVD), which generally denotes any electronically enhanced optical devices
operate in three modes: image enhancement, thermal imaging, and active illumination. The
automotive night vision system is a combination of NVDs such as infrared cameras, GPS, Lidar,
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and Radar, among others to sense and detect objects [Suh, Sang; Anthony, Thomas 2018]. There
are two types of systems, either passive or active systems, both have advantages and
disadvantages when compared to the other. The passive system pertains to the technologies that
detect thermal radiation emitted by humans, animals, and other objects in the road while the
active systems illuminate objects as a significant distance ahead using infrared light sources.
Active systems use an infrared light source built into the car to illuminate the road ahead with
light that is invisible to humans. Active systems give high resolution image, superior picture of
inanimate objects, they work well in warmer conditions but they do not work as well in fog or
rain. They give lower contrast for animals and they have shorter range of 150–200 meters. There
are two kinds of active systems: gated and non-gated.
The gated system uses a pulsed light source and a synchronized camera that enable longer
ranges (250m) and higher performance in rain and snow. Mercedes-Benz and Toyota were
developing active night vision systems.
Night View Assist system was introduced by Mercedes-Benz in 2003 and it was in production in
2005. It was the first system to use the instrument cluster's LCD as a display. In 2009 Night View
Assist Plus added a pedestrian detection function. 2011 Night View Assist Plus with Spotlight
Function premiere system has night vision-guided pedestrian spotlighting and it can flash at any
pedestrians it detects in order to warn both the driver and the pedestrians. The flashing light is
directed in such a way that vehicles in front and oncoming traffic are not dazzled. In 2013 Night
View Assist Plus has also animal detection.
In 2002 Toyota Night View was the first worldwide series production active automotive night
vision system, introduced on the Toyota Landcruiser Cygnus or Lexus LX470. This system uses the
headlight projectors emitting near infrared light aimed like the car's highbeam headlights and a
CCD camera then captures that reflected radiation, this signal is then processed by computer
which produces a black-and-white image which is projected on the lower section of the
windshield. In February 2008 the Toyota Crown Hybrid added a feature which highlights
pedestrians and presents them in a box on an LCD display in front of the driver. This was the first
pedestrian detection feature for an active system. In 2012 Lexus introduced Night View
worldwide, on LS and GS. The Night View system combines a windshield mounted near infra-red
camera and near infra-red projectors within the headlamps with a Night View ECU to display an
image of the road ahead on center console display screen.
Passive infrared systems do not use an infrared light source, instead they capture thermal
radiation already emitted by the objects, using a thermographic camera. They have greater range
of about 300 meters and higher contrast for living objects, but the image is grainy, lower
resolution image than in active system, system works poorly in warmer weather conditions and
sensor is larger.
Audis’ Night Vision Assistant was introduced in 2010 on the Audi A8. It uses a thermal imaging
camera behind the four rings at the front of the car which can "see" 300 meters ahead. The
display in the instrument cluster highlights humans with yellow markings. More importantly, the
computer can determine if the person on the road moves in a way that could lead to a collision
with the car. In that case the pedestrian is being marked in red color and the driver of the car
receives an audible warning.
BMW Night Vision was introduced in 2005 and this system processes far infrared radiation, which
minimizes non-essential information placing a greater emphasis on pedestrians and animals,
allows for a range of 300 meters and avoids "dazzle" from headlights, road lights and similar
intense light sources. In 2008 update pedestrian detection system was added and it flashes a
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caution symbol on the navigation/information screen and automotive head-up display when it
detects pedestrians. In 2013 update animal detection was added. The system provides a realtime video image that also depicts on the Control Display persons, animals and other objects
emitting heat when they are outside of the light beam and warns in the event of an impending
collision. The Dynamic Light Spot is produced by a special headlight that directs the light beam
onto the recognised persons or animals respectively, thus drawing the driver’s attention to
possible hazards in good time. As soon as the remote infrared detects pedestrians or larger
animals on course for collision in the dark, the system directs two separately controlled Dynamic
Light Spots at them without creating an unpleasant glare. In the event of an acute risk, an
acoustic warning signal is also sounded and the brakes are set to maximum standby.
First worldwide series production automotive night vision was on 2000 Cadillac Deville: Night
Vision, however it was discontinued in 2004. This system was developed with Raytheon and
worked by using a passive infrared sensor camera mounted behind the vehicle's grille. Infrared
radiation is picked up by the sensor, processed by computer and then displayed on the
windshield using a head-up display. Information is displayed as a black-and-white image with
warmer objects in white, while cooler objects appear black.
In 2004, Honda introduced first worldwide system with pedestrian detection on redesigned
Honda Legend: Intelligent Night Vision. It detected far infrared radiation. The pedestrian
detection feature alerted the driver with an audio warning and visually enclosed the pedestrian
in a box on the display which was presented via head-up display.[ World.honda.com] The night
vision system uses a separate heads up type display projected on the center bottom of the
windshield. The infrared cameras do not require a light source, and the software is able to detect
human like figures, surround the image with a red box and give audible caution tones.
Several papers have been published regarding the obstacle detection in railways in order to
improve safety, focusing on the existence of objects on the rail tracks. In majority of the
literature, the main focus is on the critical areas such as zones close to bridges, level crossings,
and the stations. However, the incidents on the railroad are not limited only to those areas and
might happen in any location along the track.
In general, there are two types of proposals to address this problem: a) sensory systems are
stationary and placed in situ (on-site); and b) sensory systems are mobile and placed on-board
trains. As it was claimed by many of the scholars in the past, in situ systems are turned out to
show more promising results as if a high speed train running at 350 km/h needs a distance of 2.5
km to come to a complete halt, the detection of an obstacle within this range used to be almost
impossible. As a result, multi-sensory system proposals placed on board trains were rejected by
in situ systems [Garcia-Dominguez et.al. 2008]. Although it is easier to develop the in situ systems
and they do not have the complexity of the mobile sensors such as changing lighting, changing
background, and process speed, they have their own drawbacks such as time-consuming
installation and calibration, lack of the ability to detect small obstacles, etc. [Amaral et al. 2016].
By the beginning of the autonomous vehicle era, making use of on-board systems seemed
inevitable and taking advantage of a combination of sensors with advanced technology, made
their development even more challenging [Uribe et al. 2012].
Several works were published on detection of obstacles using in situ sensors. In the work of [Ohta
2005], the major aim is to detect pedestrians or small vehicles (like wheelchairs) and to avoid
collision with trains. For this purpose, two stereo camera sets (four cameras) were utilized and
installed at level crossing. There are advantages in using stereo cameras, like their ability to
deliver depth information or wide sensing area or not requiring mechanical scanning. Moreover,
in comparison with methods such as ultrasonic or optical beam methods less number of sensors
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are needed. Image processing techniques are applied for obstacle detection. Since the cameras
are stationary, background subtraction is successfully applied to detect obstacles. Nevertheless,
the change in illumination affects the performance of the proposed system. Adverse weather
conditions can also deteriorate the system functioning.
In [Oh et al. 2007] the focus is on safety concerns in railway platforms, where many pedestrians
commute. A big group of different types of sensors provides input data for the central data fusion
unit. These sensors are stereo cameras, infrared sensors and thermal cameras, mounted in
different points of the train station. Two main classes of hazardous situations are detected: fallen
objects (which imply pedestrian falling on the railroad) and intense change in illumination (which
may mean fire). Four tasks are defined in processing step: train detection, object detection,
object recognition and object tracking. The reference claims perfect train detection performance
in practice. However, like [Ohta 2005], illumination change is mentioned as a factor which affects
stereo camera efficiency.
In [Garcia-Dominguez et al. 2008], the authors use a combination of infrared (IR), ultrasonic (US),
and vision, to overcome the weak point of each sensor with another one. With this configuration,
the areas near the bridges are controlled for safety of railway and obstacle avoidance. The
placement of sensors is so that a set of infrared and ultrasonic emitters and receivers are placed
on both sides of the railway and form a “barrier” in controlled areas. Moreover, the vision sensor
is based on a camera, mounted above the barrier. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) has been
utilized in this system and has two tasks: to prevent false alarms by IR-US barrier, and to use a
vision sensor for moving object detection.
The work of [Akpinarat et al. 2012] is quite similar to [Garcia-Dominguez et.al. 2008], in the sense
that both use a barrier of IR-US sensors on two sides of the railroad to cover a rectangular area to
cover the drawback of each individual sensor. Though, they take one step forward in applying
fuzzy controller and Dempster–Shafer evidential theory [Kong et al. 2009] for fusion of
information. These improvements are to achieve fewer false alarms in practical applications.
Using a tilting 2D laser scanner to provide a 3D point cloud and investigation of its application in
railway level crossings is the subject of reference [Amaral et al. 2016]. The challenge to overcome
in this work is to detect small obstacles which may remain hidden from former detection systems.
Like in [Ohta 2005], and using the fact that the sensory system is stationary, background
subtraction is applied to detect moving objects. The hardware used for scanning is a LIDAR sensor
from SICK, LMS 111 and the proposed setup is able to detect objects of size 10x10x10 cm. The
paper reports high quality of object detection and zero false alarms in evaluation.
Unlike the mentioned works, the following studies have investigated the use of on board sensors.
There are three sensor selection strategies for design and implementation of on-board systems,
especially for autonomous train driving systems:





Active: Emitting devices and associated sensors are placed in the train's head for scanning
the near area which has the drawbacks of the short range of action and low accuracy on
curve zones;
Passive: Use less costly video cameras in front of the train and rely on image processing
algorithms which have high computational requirements as they need to process the
acquired images in real-time or close to real-time but give more important data for object
identification.
Mixed strategy: Integrating the multiple sources of information to make up disadvantages
of existing methods and split the working range to use both passive and active strategies.
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There are some commercial solutions available at the market that can probably be used (with a
moderate modifications) for rail freight on-board Obstacle Detection system. Company Kappa
developed shock, vibration, dust and water resistant cameras for rail vehicles. Those cameras are
designed for installation on the outside of the train in harsh environmental conditions or inside
for cabin surveillance, and can be CCTV industrial cameras and On-board IP cameras with
required fields of view and possibility to be integrated with monitor or display, dependent on
needs. Temperature operating range of cameras produced by Kappa Company is from -55 to
+75°C, with possibility to operate in day and night vision mode. Also, in accordance with
requirements, cameras can have possibility for de-icing and, in order to retard condensation,
nitrogen rinsing. Cameras can have SD (Standard-definition) or HD (High-definition) resolution
with real-time recording with H264 compression, and be integrated to another system. However,
this company offers specially modified solutions, in accordance with customer needs.
Range of current applications of Kappa multi-camera systems is wide:
 Vibration-resistant camera modules for CCTV systems, both in-and outside of rail vehicles,
for systems supporting the operator or for automated train control systems;
 Rear-view mirror cameras;
 Obstacle recognition;
 Signal recognition;
 Pantograph monitoring;
 Cargo/freight area monitoring;
 Cabin surveillance;
 Passenger information and entertainment systems.
The requirement which mainly differs the obstacle detection in railways from obstacle detection
in auto industry is the long-range obstacle detection. Sensor technology in current land transport
research is able to look some 200 m ahead [Pinggera et al. 2015]. Different combination of
sensors, such as stereo vision, mono cameras, radar and laser, were already used in related
railway work [Weichselbaum et al. 2013]. However, the combinations of sensors used to date
achieved relatively short range obstacle detection, that is, up to 100 m. The required rail obstacle
detection interfacing with locomotive control for the speed of 80 km/h should be able to look
ahead up to 1000 m detecting objects on and near track [Shift2Rail, MAAP 2015].
3.3. Functional and Technical Requirements for SMART ODS
Obstacle detection is a key requirement for automated driving of freight trains on European main
lines. According to projects call text, the work on SMART project should include the development
of a complete, safe and reliable on-board obstacle detection system for freight trains on mixed
mainlines running 100 km/h, also for trains beyond 5000 t still going 80 km/h, and in all
conditions and within existing infrastructure.
The work should include the development of a prototype solution for obstacle detection, for
automated short distance shunting onto buffers, and long distance forward-looking braking,
based on full requirements analysis and technology transfer. The activities should also include
the development of hardware and software for coverage of the identified relevant space ahead,
optical/sensor data fusion, complex pattern diagnostics relevant for rail application, and a railspecific safety framework.
As stated before, SMART main goal is to increase the quality of rail freight, as well its
effectiveness and capacity, trough contribution to automation of railway cargo haul at European
railways. SMART will contribute to long-term goal of development of planned Autonomous Train
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Operation (ATO) module as it will develop a solution for one of the key elements of the ATO –
obstacle detection system. SMART will develop a prototype of a novel fail safe and reliable
system for obstacle detection on railway mainlines up to distance of 1000 m, which shall be
sufficient to initiate forward-looking braking, as well as short distance wagon/buffer recognition
for shunting onto buffers. The system will provide prototype hardware as a sensor fusion from
thermal camera, camera augmented with image intensifier, multi-stereo vision system and laser
range finder in order to provide fail safe and reliable obstacle detection (Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4 Concept of the set-up of the sensors forming the SMART multi-sensor obstacle detection
system. (Top) Front view of the sensors mounted on the locomotive and world coordinate system as
needed for sensors calibration, (Bottom) Side view of the range sensors and an obstacle detection scene

SMART stereo-vision system will consist of three cameras that form two pairs of stereo-cameras
(marked with C1, C2 and C3 in Figure 3.4), a laser scanner, a thermal camera and a night vision
camera augmented with image intensifier. The prototype will include hardware and software for
obstacle detection up to 1000 m in a rail-specific safety framework. The system will provide
sensor fusion of integrated vision and laser sensors. Based on captured sensor data, developed
software algorithms will in real-time recognise the rail tracks, will detect the objects, possible
obstacles, on the rail tracks and will calculate the distance between the locomotive and detected
obstacles.
Concept solution of SMART ODS demonstrator is shown in figure 3.5 and it consists of different
sensors and system is augmented with object detection modules, distance estimators and data
fusion.
During daylight Multi-stereo vision system will be used with thermal vision system and Laser
range finder and it will cover both mid range (up to 200 m) and long range (up to 1000 m)
obstacle detection. During low light conditions Thermal vision system, Night-vision camera
augmented with image intensifier (3rd gen tubes) and Laser Range Finder will be used for object
detection and distance estimation.
By this planned fusion of sensors, the system will be capable to reliably detect obstacle up to
1000 m due to acquired data from numerous sensors and provide mid range (< 200 m) wagon
recognition for shunting operations with a +/- 5 cm distance estimation tolerance during day and
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night operation, as well as operation during impaired visibility (such as in the case of fog and bad
weather condition).

Figure 3.5 Concept solution of SMART ODS integrated demonstrator

The SMART ODS functional requirements are summarised in Table1 while the more detailed
explanations of some of the requirements, such as FR2 and FR3 are given in next Chapters.
Table 1 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEMONSTRATOR
Req.
ID

Name

Description

Indicative priority
(mandatory,
desirable, optional):

FR1

Frontal
obstacle
detection.

Detect objects, potential obstacles, on the rail
tracks and near the rail tracks ahead of the
locomotive. Targeted potential obstacle is every
object found on or near the rail tracks that is not
the part of the railway infrastructure. For the
evaluation scenarios SMART team should use
objects, potential obstacles such as humans,
cardboard boxes, branches, vehicles, bicycles as
defined by the evaluation protocol.

Mandatory

FR2

On-board
obstacle
detection

To integrate ODS into a housing which could be
easily mount/dismount onto/from the frontal
profile of the locomotive/vehicle so to enable

Mandatory
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system
FR3

FR4

sensor-based perception of the scene ahead of
the locomotive/vehicle

To integrate ODS into a housing with protective
Robust
system to front, which would protect the sensors of
environme environmental conditions such as dust, mud, rain.
ntal
conditions
Select several vision sensors: 3 RGB cameras
Longforming two stereo vision systems, thermal
range
camera and night vision, and a laser scanner. It is
obstacle
intended, by fulfilling this requirement to enable
detection
object detection in different light conditions and
to maximize the object detection range. This
requirement is strongly constrained by weather
conditions. The SMART goal is to advance stateof-the-art by object recognition in day and night
conditions so that in a first steps the goal is to go
beyond 200 m. In a further step is to achieve
detection distance between 800 and 1000m
(error ±10). In the evaluation experiments SMART
shall measure how far selected sensors are able
in real-world conditions (as opposite to
theoretical conditions) to detect obstacles ahead
the vehicle.

Mandatory

Mandatory

FR5

Rail track
detection

Recognize the rail tracks ahead of the vehicle
(ahead of the ODS mounted on the vehicle) to
define region of interest for detection of
obstacles.

Mandatory

FR6

Sensor
Fusion

Combine selected different vision and laser
sensory data to enable mid-range (up to 200 m)
and long range (up to 1000 m) detection of
obstacles on and near the rail tracks ahead of the
locomotive/test vehicle. Provide the integrated
system which will choose combination of sensor
data available in particular environment
conditions such that the resulting information has
less uncertainty than would be possible when
these sources were used individually.

Mandatory

FR7

Communic Provide the sensor data to be visualized on
ation and Human-Machine Interface (HMI). Data to be
HMI
displayed: live image of selected vision sensor
with overlaid detected object, as well as the
distance to the detected object.

FR8

Software
implemen
tation

To use the software implementation, such as C++
which is compatible to work with ROS (Robot
Operating System), which is environment
21
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supporting distribute modules implementation.
Implementation of software modules in ROS will
enable recording of so-called rosbags during the
field-tests experiments , which will enable replaying the sensor data. This will enable off-line
work with sensor data recorded in real-world
experiments. In this way, distributed off-line
software development will be supported
The technical requirements for the ODS components are based on analysis of above functional
requirements and analysis of the requirements for successful image acquisition and fusion of
acquired data from multiple sensor used in the obstacle detection system.
The list of all the technical requirements (mandatory, desirable and optional) for all the
components of the integrated ODS is given in the following table, Table 2. These technical
requirements are further elaborated in related chapters providing details on the individual
components.
Mandatory requirements represent the features that must be built into the final system.
Desirable requirements are requirements for the features that should be built into the final
system if it is feasible and unless the cost is too high. Optional requirements are defining features
that can be built into a system we are developing.
Table 2 TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEMONSTRATOR
Requirement Name:
Indicative priority (mandatory,
No.
desirable, optional):
MSV1
Three RGB cameras implemented in the
Mandatory
Multi-stereo vision subsystem of SMART ODS
demonstrator
MSV2
RGB sensors location to build two stereo
Mandatory
vision systems with different base lines
TVS1
Thermal vision camera implemented in the
Mandatory
SMART ODS demonstrator
TVS1
Sensor location
Mandatory
NVS1
Optical lens system (prime objective)
Mandatory
NVS2
Third generation image intensifier tube
Mandatory
NVS3
5 MP CMOS monochrome image sensor
Mandatory
NVS4
Sensor location
Mandatory
LR1
Laser range finder integrated into multiMandatory
sensor SMART ODS
LR2
Continuous target tracking
Mandatory
P1
Support and vibration isolation of the ODS
Mandatory
case body
INT1
TRL 4 demonstrator integration – sensor case Mandatory
and mounting
INT2
Sensors implemented into SMART
Mandatory
demonstrator
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INT3
INT4
INT5
INT6
INT7
INT8
INT9
INT10
INT11
INT12
INT13
INT14
INT15
INT16
INT17
INT18
INT19
INT20
INT21
INT22
INT23
INT24
INT25
INT26
INT27
INT28
INT29
INT30

Connection to locomotive
Demonstrator case dimensions
ODS demonstrator case mass
ODS demonstrator case vehicle driver
visibility disruption
Resistance to vibrations
Resistance to environmental effects
Corrosion resistant
No connection with the control & command
systems of the vehicle
Electric & electromagnetic compatibility
Functional target specification of all subsystem components
Documentation of all sub-system
components
Mechanical design of the ODS demonstrator
case and its mounting
Conformance evaluation requirements must
be established
Identification of evaluation metrics and
procedures for conformance evaluation
Conformance evaluation parameters –
minimum requirements for all testing
Conformance evaluation protocol design
CAD model of the ODS demonstrator case
and its locomotive mounting
TRL4/5 demonstrator
Sub-system reports from conformance
evaluation
Data sheet and measurement/test protocols
Analysis of sub-system conformance testing
outcomes
Sub-system components not meeting all
conformance evaluation requirements
Evaluation of integrated system
ODS demonstrator performance testing
The ODS demonstrator case and mounting
transferability
The ODS demonstrator case and mounting
mass
ODS demonstrator must be possible to
transport in Europe
The ODS demonstrator must be properly
insured and declared at customs when
transported across borders.
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4. Evaluation possibilities
In this chapter, evaluation possibilities for SMART ODS demonstrator are presented. This chapter
is placed before chapters that are defining requirements of subsystem because here test vehicle
is defined and therefore many requirements are in line with planned test locomotive design and
legal and safety regulations that need to be fulfilled in order to successfully complete evaluation.
4.1. Evaluation possibility 1
The first evaluation possibility is a private track owned by Department for Rail Vehicles and
Transport Systems (IFS) of RWTH Aachen. The IFS has its own testing rail infrastructure located
next to the DB train station Aachen West. The rail infrastructure is connected to the public DB
network and it is operated as private siding track under the German regulation on the
construction and operation of connecting lanes (BOA – Bau und Betrieb von Anschlussbahnen).
Beside the track, there is a roofed workshop with underfloor maintenance pit and machine shop.
The length of track is 200 m and the maximal operation speed is 25 km/h. The layout of the track
is shown on Figure 4.1. The track also has a level crossing area which will be used in road/rail
interaction scenarios.

Figure 4.1 The layout of the IFS private testing track

The test vehicle which will be used for evaluation is a CargoMover AGV which was updated and
refurbished to a prototype rail vehicle (Figure 4.1) for general testing purposes. The vehicle has
two diesel motors (265 kW each), has a maximal speed of 80 km/h and can be used in manual
and automatic driving mode. It is equipped with extensive sensor system (GPS/Galileo navigation,
slip free velocity measurement, detection of fixed position markers, real time monitoring of
brakes and drive train, ...) and has a flexible control system with Rapid Control Prototyping. The
vehicle is also equipped with on-board simulation of ETCS vehicle equipment, infrastructure and
DMI via the prototypeable driver UI (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.1 Prototype rail vehicle used in evaluation scenario 1

Figure 4.2 Prototype able driver UI

The ODS prototype can be mounted on a hand rail of the IFS prototype vehicle (Figure 3).

Figure 3.4 Possible installation place for ODS prototype
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Due to configuration the first evaluation possibility is well suited for validation with lower speed
and short distance obstacle detection. The first evaluation possibility will be used in the SMART
framework for:





specification of evaluation methodology, metrics and procedures,
initial evaluation of developed technologies during development stage,
implementation of reproducible test scenarios,
technical validation of the ODS prototype for distances up to 200 m.

4.2. Evaluation possibility 2
The second evaluation possibility is testing the ODS with vehicles which are currently under
repair/maintenance procedure in the Niš depot. Niš depot is located near the station Niš – Red
Cross and close to locomotive turntable for the Niš railroad junction. Beside the tracks, there is a
roofed workshop (white building on Figure 4.4) for repair/maintenance of electric locomotives
with three underfloor maintenance pits and machine shop. For parking of electric locomotives
there is two tracks with approximate length of 250 m (Figure 4.5, a). The maximal operation
speed on noted tracks is 5 km/h. The tracks also have a level crossing area which will be used in
road/rail interaction scenarios. In any given time at least three locomotives would be available
for SMART team for evaluation purposes. The SMART team already acquired a permit for testing
on Niš railroad junction depot from Serbia Kargo (largest Serbian cargo operater) which is owing
the vehicles and depot infrastructure. The permit gives 24h full access to depot, as well usage of
depot engineering and work force infrastructure.

Figure 4.4 Satellite map of Niš railroad junction depot
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a)

b)

Figure 4.5 Tracks in Niš railroad junction (a) depot and a view from the electric locomotive ŽS
series 444 (b)

The second evaluation possibility is well suited for validation of ODS prototype mounting and its
interaction with the vehicle, as well as low speed and short distance obstacle detection. The
second evaluation possibility could be used in the SMART framework for:






specification of evaluation methodology, metrics and procedures,
evaluation of prototype-vehicle interaction,
initial evaluation of developed technologies during development stage,
implementation of reproducible test scenarios,
technical validation of the ODS prototype for distances up to 250 m.

4.3. Evaluation possibility 3
The third evaluation possibility is evaluation of ODS prototype on a Marshalling yard Niš (Figure
4.6) which is a part of Niš railroad junction. The marshaling yard has in total 36 tracks and sidings.
The minimal straight line lenght of main group of tracks/sidings (tracks/sindings 2 – 28,
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Figure 4.7) is 550 m. There are several tracks/sidings in noted group which have a total straight
line lenght over 1000 m. Beside the tracks, there is a maintenance depot
(

Figure 4.7) for repair/maintenance with underfloor maintenance pits and machine shop.

Figure 4.6 Satellite map of Niš marshalling yard
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Figure 4.7 Niš marshalling yard layout

The third evaluation possibility is well suited for validation of ODS prototype at low speed and
long distance obstacle detection. The third evaluation possibility could be used in the SMART
framework for:




implementation of reproducible test scenarios,
technical validation of the ODS prototype for distances up to 1000 m,
technical validation of the ODS prototype in various weather conditions.

4.4. Evaluation possibility 4
The fourth evaluation possibility is a Niš rail junction round rail track (Figure 4.9). The round rail
track connects all the junction stations, locomotive depot, locomotive roundabout and Niš
marshalling yard with a track of approximate length of 30 km. Track passes mainly through the
urban area with two steel bridges over the river Nišava and numerous level crossings. This track
is a permanently leased corridor for Serbia Kargo from IM – Serbian Railways Infrastructure. The
round track is already used by Serbia Kargo for exploitation testing as well as for testing after the
locomotive repair/overhaul.
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Figure 4.8 Niš rail junction round rail track

The forth evaluation possibility is well suited for validation of ODS prototype in real traffic
especially in urban conditions. The fourth evaluation possibility could be used in the SMART
framework for:





technical validation of the ODS prototype in urban area with numerous level crossings,
technical validation of the ODS prototype while crossing the bridges,
technical validation of the object trajectory evaluation of ODS prototype,
technical validation of the ODS prototype in various weather conditions.

4.5. Evaluation possibility 5
The fifth evaluation possibility is real cargo haul on a track from Niš to FYROM boarder (station
Preševo), with a total length of section of 156 km (Figure 4.10). The track is a part of Pan
European corridor X to Thessaloniki. Currently the track is under reconstruction, but it would be
fully operational from May 2017, with a minimal designed speed of 120 km/h. The noted track is
a very challenging corridor due to numerous bridges and tunnels in Grdelica gorge. Several cargo
trains passes that section every day so it would be possible to evaluate on the track every day in
real cargo haul situations at speeds of 80 km/h.
The fifth evaluation possibility is well suited for validation of ODS prototype in real cargo haul and
could be used in the SMART framework for:




technical validation of the ODS prototype in real cargo haul situation,
technical validation of the ODS prototype on challenging section with numerous tunnels
and bridges,
technical validation of the ODS prototype in various weather conditions.
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Figure 4.9 Track Niš - Preševo

4.6. Test vehicle for evaluation possibilities 2-5
The test vehicle (Figure 4.11) which will be used for evaluation possibilities is Serbia Kargo
locomotive ŽS series 444 (former series 441). It is electric locomotive manufactured by
corporation Traktion Union (TU) consisting of the company ASEA from Sweden, Secheron from
Switzerland and Elin Union from Austria. In accordance with the license of the group TU, the
manufacturer of the locomotives has also been the group of firms from former Yugoslavia (Rade
Končar from Zagreb, MIN Locomotiva from Niš and other firms). In 2004 the series 441 was
modernised to series 444 by Rade Končar and MIN Lokomotiva. Main technical data of the
locomotive is given in
Table .
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Figure 4.10. Serbia Kargo electric locomotive ŽS series 444

Table 2. Main technical data of electric locomotive ŽS series 444
Nominal voltage supply

25 kV, 50 Hz

Maximum continuous voltage supply

27,5 kV

Maximum short-term voltage supply

29 kV

Maximum continuous voltage

19 kV

Minimum short-term voltage

17,5 kV

Temperature range

-25º C up to + 40º C

Height above sea level

up to 1200 m

Air humidity

90%

Track gauge width

1435 mm

Minimum curve radius

250 m

Minimum curve radius (5 km/h)

80 m

Maximum speed

120 km/h (140 km/h)

Axle arrangement

Bo’ – Bo’

Locomotive mass

78 t (80t with electro-dynamic brake)

Mass per axle

19,5 t (20 t with electro-dynamic brake)

New wheel diameter

1250 mm

Totally worn out wheel diameter
with flanges

1170 mm

with monobloc

1140 mm

Transmission ratio

73 : 20 (87 : 28)

One-hour power

3600 kW

Continuous power

3400 kW

Electro-dynamic brake power

1740 kW
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Maximum traction force

280 kN (238 kN)

One-hour traction force

190 kN (160 kN)

Permanent traction force

176 kN (149 kN)

One-hour speed (at 870 V, at full excitation)

77 km/h

Permanent speed (at 870 V at full excitation)

79 km/h

Type of pneumatic brake

extended and direct

Dimensions of the locomotive are given in Figure 4.11.
The owner (Serbia Kargo) of locomotive already defined the requirements for usage of noted
locomotive:
The ODS prototype

Figure 4.11 Overall dimension of Serbia Kargo locomotive ŽS series 444

4.7. Procedural framework for evaluation possibilities 3-5
Definition of procedural framework for vehicle mounted ODS evaluation on rail network
encompass the consideration of the following aspects:
1) required permits and certificates issued by relevant bodies for vehicle usage and usage of
devices mounted to vehicle;
2) the fulfilment of the prescribed national technical requirements for vehicles and devices
mounted on the vehicle;
3) the issue of the impact of the ODS on the possibility of using locomotives at certain
infrastructure;
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4) importance of ODS evaluation procedure in the traffic safety i.e. on the emergence of
new risks;
5) formally given permission to mount the ODS as well as the usage of vehicle which carries
the ODS.
1. Legal requirements for obtaining of permits and certification of vehicles and devices, as
well as requirements of exploitation testing, are defined by Law on Safety and Interoperability of
the Railways of Republic of Serbia (Official Journal of Republic of Serbia, N° 104/2013, 66/2015,
92/2015). In addition to the other articles that define approval procedures for vehicles and
devices, Article 16 defines the procedure for exploitation testing for all the components which
are interoperability constituents, while Article 32 defines procedure for renewal or upgrade of
railway system.
According to the mentioned articles the noted articles for evaluation of vehicle mounted ODS no
permits or certificates issued by Railway Directorate of Republic of Serbia (or from any other
government body) are required as:


testing is not performed with the aim to obtain usage permit,



the ODS prototype in planned phase of development is not an interoperability constituent
as defined by relevant TSIs (LOC & PAS TSI, CCS TSI),



the prototype of ODS in planned phase of development does not influence locomotive
control and functioning of its devices/subsystems. The system just provide the
information to the driver about possible obstacle in the region of interest, while driver has
still a full control of locomotive.

2. The prescribed technical requirements for railway vehicles and devices attached to it are
defined by Article 75 of Law on Safety and Interoperability of the Railways of Republic of Serbia,
which states:
"Vehicles on which the national railway technical regulations are applicable, devices and
equipment that are installed at railway vehicles, which are essential for the safety of rail traffic
(control devices, couplings, systems for stopping the vehicle and for providing light and sound
signals) must meet the technical requirements stipulated herein, Serbian and industry standards
in the field of railway transport and binding regulations by UIC."
As the ODS prototype in planned development phase does not interfere with above noted
systems and don’t belong to groups of vehicle systems/subsystems important to vehicle safety,
the only requirement is concerning the vehicle mounting:


the ODS dimensions must not exceed the prescribed dimensions of the vehicle, i.e. it
should not violate its maximum profile,



the system must not significantly influence the vehicle mass.

3. The requirements for locomotive usage on certain infrastructure are defined by Article 30
of Traffic Instructions (Official Journal of Community of Yugoslav Railways N° 6/80, 3/82, 6/83,
2/84, 4/88, 8/88, 9/90, 2/91, 2/94 and 2/01) and the procedure for determining vehicle to track
compliance are defined by Rulebook about tracks categorization (former Rulebook of Community
of Yugoslav Railways, now an act of Serbian Railways Infrastructure). Data necessary for
definition of vehicle and track conformity are given in Table 4 of Instruction 52 of Community of
Yugoslav Railways (now an act of Serbian Kargo).
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The requirements defined by noted acts are referring to maximal axle load and maximal mas of
vehicle per meter of length. As mass of ODS is negligible to locomotive mass one can conclude
that the ODS doesn’t influence compliance of vehicle to certain infrastructure.
4. Mounting of the ODS on a vehicle certainly represent a change and according to the Law
on Safety and Interoperability of the Railways of Republic of Serbia, as well as according to Safety
Management System of Serbia Cargo, it is necessary to assess the influence to safety and to
define the measures of risk control. The noted procedure is defined in Manual for safety
management of Serbia Cargo section 7.2.3 – Procedure and methods for risk assessment and
implementation of measures for risk control under changes.
The SMART team performed the risk assessment, together with safety personnel of Serbia Kargo,
and five risks were identified as a consequence of ODS mounting:


the ODS mounting may jeopardize driver track visibility,



the ODS mounting may jeopardise vehicle structure i.e. structural integrity of vehicle car
body,



the ODS may fall of or change position during vehicle usage,



the ODS may not interfere electromagnetically with existing vehicle equipment,



the ODS may jeopardise the functioning of the vehicle existing electrical network.

Based on defined risks four requirements can be identified:


the ODS mounting must not jeopardise at any circumstances driver track visibility,



the ODS mounting must not jeopardize the vehicle structure i.e. no drilling or cutting of
car body is allowed,



the ODS and its mounting must be designed to satisfy requirements by EN 61373:2010 –
Rolling stock equipment – Shock and vibration tests for a Category 1 Class B device
(equipment in a case mounted directly or under the car body),



the ODS must be electromagnetically and electrically compatible with existing vehicle
equipment so the ODS must be designed according to the EN 50155:2007 - Railway
applications - Electronic equipment used on rolling stock.,

The ODS mounting is a change that has influence on safety, but if above requirements are
satisfied it can be concluded that change is not significant and it would be not necessary to carry
out the risk assessment procedure according to Common Safety Method (CSM). As a measure of
risk control the standard EN 61373:2010 and EN 50155:2007 will be followed.
5. As already mentioned in point 1, no permit is necessary to be issued by Railway
Directorate of Republic of Serbia for evaluation of ODS on track. Consent in mandatory written
form to mount the ODS on the locomotive and its usage with ODS mounted is a law obligation of
Serbia Cargo based on the following ground:
 for mounting as they own the locomotive,
 for usage according to the safety management system of Serbia Kargo (Manual for safety
management of Serbia Cargo section 7.2.4 - Compliance with laws, regulations and
standards - Procedures to ensure that for the intended purpose the appropriate staff,
procedures, necessary regulations and forms, equipment and rolling stock are used).
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In order to satisfy all the aspects a commission will be formed by Serbian Kargo, which will
confirm that the above noted requirements are satisfied based on documentation supplied by
the development team.
4.8. ODS prototype functional requirements as a consequence of evaluation possibilities and
evaluation procedural framework
The above discussion imposes additional requirements, beside the general ones, which are the
consequence of the evaluation possibilities and procedural framework for SMART ODS prototype
evaluation. Additional requirements for ODS are also imposed by owner of the locomotive
(Serbia Kargo), to be used for evaluation possibilities 2-5, in order to ensure a continuity of their
business operations. Furthermore, the collaboration agreement between SMART and ARCC
projects should be taken into account as, if possible within the planned budgets, the ODS of both
consortia shall be jointly tested on the testing environments which will be defined by both
consortia. In jointly performed tests, the Obstacle Detection Systems developed by two project,
ARCC and SMART, shall operate stand-alone, independently of the other, and will not be
integrated into the ATO module or ETCS system [COLA, 2017]. The possible test are provisionally
planned on a Swiss 185.1 locomotive.
The requirements which are the consequence of above considered evaluation possibilities can be
summarized as:











the ODS prototype must be able to mount on different vehicles (IFS test vehicle,
locomotive ŽS series 444 and possibly Swiss 185.1 locomotive),
it has to be possible to mount the ODS prototype quickly (under 30 minutes) and without
maintenance specialized work force (electricians and maintenance engineers) in order to
ensure business continuity of Serbia Kargo,
under no circumstances the ODS mounting should impair the driver’s view of the track
ahead of vehicle,
it is not allowed to intervene on a vehicle structure drilling or cutting for ODS vehicle
mounting purpose,
the ODS prototype must be easily transportable or shall be made in at least two identical
copies in order to enable development and evaluation at different locations (Germany,
Serbia and possibly Switzerland),
the ODS prototype must function stand-alone, independently from vehicle ECTS and its
sensors (GPS, balise data, …) and its ATO module,
the ODS prototype must not be connected to control & command system of the vehicle,
the ODS prototype must not be connected to brake subsystem of the vehicle and must act
only as a passive system by providing alarm to driver,
the ODS prototype must not exceed the prescribed dimensions of the vehicle and it must
not influence the vehicle mass and axle load,
the ODS prototype must sustain vibration tests for a Category 1 Class B device (EN
61373:2010) and must be designed according to the requirements of EN
50155:2007regarding the electromagnetic compatibility and short circuit protection to
obtain permit for vehicle mounting in real traffic conditions or tests on the open track.
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4.9. The ODS prototype concept refinement
Based on above evaluation requirements, the concept of ODS prototype was redefined from the
original concept presented in the project application and illustrated in Figure 3.4. The refined
concept of ODS prototype is shown in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12 ODS prototype concept

All the sensors of the ODS prototype will be mounted into rectangular housing (PH) which will
protect them against accidental damage and environmental effects. The front side of housing will
be transparent to allow functioning of vision based sensors. The housing will be attached to
mounting construction via four mounts (M1,2) which will passively isolate housing from vehicle
vibrations. The mounting construction (P) will be attached to front hand rail of vehicle. There will
be several designs of mounting construction which will be tailored to hand rail of specific vehicle
used in the evaluation. Such design enables the quick prototype mounting on different vehicles
planned for evaluation. The computer with storage and positioning capabilities (GPS) allows
stand-alone functioning of the system, independently from the ETCS components and sensors.
Network switch will connect the system sensors with the computer and will allow data
acquisition via the internal prototype network. The AC/DC power inverter will provide a power
supply for the system components from the standard 220 V socket in a locomotive cab. Batteries
will be included to protect the system and sensors from the accidental power loss. The system
sensors will be the same as given in section 3 of this deliverable report. Beside mechanical
connection, the only ODS connection with locomotive will be a power supply cable and needed
cables which will enable the information function for the driver. The cables are introduced to
driver cab trough locomotive window.
Described ODS prototype will enable fulfilment of the requirements specified in section 4.8. The
next sections discuss in detail all the elements of ODS prototype and their requirements which
are necessary for the fulfilment of the whole (integrated) system requirements.
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5. Multi-Stereo vision subsystem
5.1. Theoretical Background
The main disadvantage of monocular cameras is that due to the projection of the 3D objects
present in the imaged scene onto the 2D image surface the distance information to the objects is
lost. However, this information can be recovered if two or more cameras are imaging the object
of interest and if the relative positions of these cameras are known. A camera system that
includes two monocular cameras is called stereo camera.
5.1.1. Stereo camera
A stereo camera is generally composed of two monocular cameras which are both imaging the
scene that should be observed, similarly to how the human eyes are used for perceiving depth. In
contrast to a monocular camera, the second perspective allows the 3D location of real-world
points to be estimated based on the position of their projections on the two image planes. This
process is also known as triangulation and is covered by the epipolar geometry [Okutomi, 1993].
Based on the orientation of the two cameras with respect to each other the stereo camera can
be convergent if the optical axes intersect in front of the stereo camera (the cameras look to
each other), divergent if the optical axes do not intersect in front of the stereo camera (the
cameras look away from each other) or parallel if their optical axes are parallel. The parallel
configuration additionally allows the construction of so-called disparity maps, which are specific
gray-scale images in which the pixel intensity is inversely proportional to the distance between
the camera and the imaged point in the scene. However, the construction of disparity maps
additionally requires the focal lengths of the two cameras to be identical, so that both image
planes lie in the same geometric plane. More information on disparity map computation is given
below.
An example of convergent stereo camera can be seen in Fig. 5.1. For a stereo camera, each of the
two cameras has two coordinate systems: an image coordinate system (u,v) and a camera
coordinate system (x, y, z), which are usually denoted differently to indicate to which camera the
coordinate applies. An additional parameter of the stereo camera is the distance between the
two cameras, which is known as base line b.

Fig. 5.1 Illustration of relationships between the first camera, the second camera and the world
coordinate system

The intrinsic parameters of each of the stereo cameras are denoted in Fig. 5.1. These are: the
optical center of the camera C, the focal length f as the distance between the center of the image
plane and the optical center, where the center of the image plane is the projection of the optical
camera center on the image plane and it is called principle point c. For any 3D world point A, a
projection point a on the image plane exists at the intersection of the ray AC with the image
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plane. As the image sensor surface has a limited size, projection points that lie outside the sensor
surface will not appear on the resulting image.
In the stereo camera system illustrated in Fig. 5.1 it can be observed that the two camera centers
form a plane together with the point A, which is the world point that is imaged. This plane is
called epipolar plane and its intersection with the two image planes generates two epipolar lines,
one on each image plane. It can be seen that the two corresponding points aL and aR of an
imaged point A are constrained to lie on the epipolar lines.
In stereo vision, the stereo cameras with parallel optical axes are of particular interest for
applications. Fig. 5.2 illustrates the coordinate systems of a stereo camera with parallel optical
axes. The two cameras are denoted in this case as left camera L and right camera R.
A

optical axis
left camera
uL

uR

vL

vR

cL
fL yL

cR

aR

aL
zL

optical axis
right camera

zR

fR yR

xR

xL

b

CL

CR

Fig. 5.2 Stereo camera system with parallel optical axis with the image and camera
coordinate systems of the left and right camera

For stereo cameras it is common to consider the origin of the stereo camera system in the optical
center of the left camera. Stereo cameras with parallel optical axes have particular values for the
rotation and translation matrices defining their pose with respect to a world coordinate system.
Namely, the “ideal” extrinsic parameters of camera (which are important for definition of the
camera pose with respect to a world coordinate system) are:

1 0 0 
R L  0 1 0
0 0 1

0 
t L  0
0

(1)

1 0 0 
R R  0 1 0
0 0 1

 B 
t R   0 
 0 

(2)

where RL and tL are the rotation matrix and translation vector for the left camera and RR and tR
are the rotation matrix and translation vector for the right camera. The base line B is exactly the
distance for which the right camera is translated along the x axis, as can be seen in (2).
As this ideal case is very unlikely to occur in real-world applications, the extrinsic parameters
must be estimated along with the intrinsic parameters during the camera calibration procedure
[Okutomi, 1993].
5.1.2. Stereo triangulation
Generally, regardless of how the two cameras are oriented, the 3D location of the world point
A(x, y, z) can be obtained by stereo triangulation. For this operation the two projections of the
point A in the two stereo images are required, a(u,v) and a’(u’,v’), together with the two
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projection (camera) matrices P and P’ of the stereo cameras calculated during camera calibration
procedures. Triangulation implies solving the following set of equations:

 uP3T  P1T   x  0
 T
 
T  
 vP3  P2   y   0
u ' P3'T  P1'T   z  0
 'T
 
'T   
 v' P3  P2   1  0

(3)

where the generic terms PnT and P 'nT refers the n-th row of the camera matrix P and P’
respectively.
Equations of the type Ax=0 can be solved either by Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) or by
computing Eigenvectors. In order to assess how precise the result of each of the two methods is,
the error e can be defined as the sum of absolute values obtained from multiplying the matrix A
with the given x:

e  R1  R2  R3  R4

(4)

where R1, R2, R3 and R4 are the four components of the vector, which ideally should be equal to
zero.
5.1.3. Stereo rectification
For stereo cameras with parallel optical axes, so-called disparity maps can be computed if their
focal lengths are equal so that the two image planes lie in the same geometric plane. If this
condition is not met, as it is usually the case due to mechanical misalignments of cameras, the
images must be stereo rectified.
Stereo rectification is the process of transforming a pair of images obtained from a converging
stereo camera which results in images with the content as they were captured by a pair of
cameras with perfectly parallel optical axes and equal focal lengths. The result of stereo
rectification is considerably improved if the actual camera setup is close to these ideal conditions.
One of the most important properties of stereo rectified images is that the epipolar lines are
parallel to the u axis of the image. Further, a pair of corresponding points, that is the two
projections of the same 3D point on the two images, is located on the image lines with the same
v coordinate. Fig. 5.3 illustrates this property. In Fig. 5.3a) two example chessboard corners were
selected for the left image and for each of these corners a green line illustrates the v coordinate
at which the corresponding corner points should lie in the right image. It can be seen that for
both corners in the left image, the corresponding corners in the right image are located at a
smaller v coordinate, In Fig. 5.3 b) the image pair after stereo rectification is shown. In contrast to
the case of the original images, for the rectified image pair the corresponding corner points in the
right image lie on the same v coordinate as the selected corners in the left image, as illustrated
by the two green lines.
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a)

b)
Fig. 5.3 Example of stereo rectification: a) Original image pair and b) Stereo rectified image pair

In order to perform stereo rectification, the intrinsic camera parameters are required, together
with the rotation matrix and translation vector, which describe the rotation and translation of the
right camera with respect to the left camera. These parameters can all be determined using
camera calibration.
Even though the location of the projected 3D point can be computed using triangulation for all
stereo camera setups, the fact that for stereo rectified images the correspondent points lie on
the same image line speeds up the searching process considerably. Due to this property disparity
maps can be computed very fast using adequate methods.
5.1.4. Disparity map computation
Stereo rectification of images enables the computation of so-called disparity maps, which are
images in which each pixel value encodes the distance between the camera and the 3D point
projected on the left image at the same coordinates. In other words, for each image point a(u, v)
in the left image, the corresponding disparity value in the disparity map is d(u, v). For visualizing
the disparity maps, they are most commonly represented either as grayscale image, for which
the pixel intensity is inverse proportional to the distance, or as colour image in which the
distance is encoded with colours between red and blue, where red points are close to the camera
(hot) and blue points are far (cold). One of the biggest problems faced in disparity map
computation is finding corresponding points in the two images, a process also known as stereo
matching. There are various ways for computing disparity maps, which can be mainly divided in
three categories: local methods, which only use the close neighbourhood of a pixel in the left
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image for finding its correspondent pixel in the right image; global methods which extract
features from both full images and match them; and hybrid methods, which use a combination of
the two [Moravec, 1979].
After two corresponding image points aL(uL,vL) and aR(uR,vR) have been found, the disparity value
is defined as:

d u L  u R

(5)

where d is the disparity and uL and uR are coordinates of the corresponding points in the left and
right stereo image respectively.
5.1.5. 3D point reconstruction
If the disparity value d for a point aL(uL,vL) is known, the 3D location of the original point A(x, y, z),
with respect to the stereo camera coordinate system is given by:
x

B  (u L  ucL )
B  (vcL  vL )
B f
y
z
d
d
d

(6)

where f is the focal length of the left camera, B is the base line of the stereo camera and c(ucL, vcL)
is the principal point of the left camera.
Starting from (6) the distance of an object to an on-board stereo camera system can be
estimated as:
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 =

𝐵 ∙𝑓
𝑝∙𝑑

(7)

where beside camera base line B and focal length f additional camera parameter is pixel size p.
The disparity value d , as explained above, is dependent on the distance between the camera and
the object. As the disparity value is generally an integer ranging from 0 to a third of the image
width, the error in estimating the dist is defined as the difference between two consecutively
computed distance values, between which the disparity difference equals to 1.
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡1 =

𝐵 ∙𝑓
𝑝∙𝑑

𝐵 ∙𝑓

, 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡2 = 𝑝∙(𝑑−1)

𝑒 = 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡2 − 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡1 =

(8)

𝐵 ∙𝑓
𝑝 ∙ 𝑑 ∙ (𝑑 − 1)

(9)

Fig. 5.4 illustrates the error variation e in relationship to the distance, having as parameters the
focal length f and base line B of the stereo camera system and considering a typical pixel size of
6,5 µm and a horizontal resolution of 2048px (maximum disparity is 768px).

Error vs. Distance
Error (m)

50
30
10
-10 0

f=30mm,
B=3m

31,02
18,86
2,69

f=50mm,
B=3m

500
Distance (m)

1000

f=50mm,
B=0.2m

Fig. 5.4 Variation of the estimated error vs. distance with respect to focal length and base line for the long
range 30-1000m
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It can be observed that the error increases as the estimated distance increases. Also it can be
seen that as the maximum estimable distance increases, the minimum estimable distance
increases too, which indicates the fact that the vision based system can only reliably operate in a
certain range. In order to cover the range up to 1000m, the two cameras could be placed on
either side of the locomotive, having then a base line of about 3m. With a focal length of 50mm,
the operating range is from about 31m to about 1000m.
In order to cover the short range of 0-50m, the focal length or the base line could be reduced,
but this would lead to a maximum distance of about 750m for f=30mm with a minimum distance
of about 19m. Another option is to use a third camera to form a second pair of stereo cameras. If
the baseline is 0.2m (the focal length must be equal to the other two cameras), the minimum
detectable distance is reduced below 3m. Fig. 5.5 shows a close up on the range 0-50m, which is
considered close range.

Error vs. Distance
Error (m)

1

f=50mm,
B=0.2m

0,5

f=50mm,
B=3m

0
-10

10

30

Distance (m)

50

f=30mm,
B=3m

Fig. 5.5. Variation of the estimated error vs. distance with respect to focal length and base line for the
close range 0-50m

In conclusion, three cameras set up as two stereo image pairs can cover the range 3-20m with a
precision of about 10% and the range 20m-1000m with an error of about 5%.
In order to compensate the error, stereo-vision system shall be fused with another distance
sensor such as 2D laser scanner to increase precision and reliability in distance calculation.
5.2. State of the art in multi-vision ODS
During the last years, driving assistant systems and autonomous vehicle systems have been
extensively developed and some have found their way to the market. Along with this tendency,
the use of machine vision in autonomous vehicles or for driver assistance is also soaring to target
some important tasks like obstacle detection and avoidance.
A big target group of driver assistant systems and autonomous vehicle systems is railway
transportation. Up until now, unlike off-board rail track monitoring systems, on-board rail track
monitoring systems (including obstacle avoidance systems) was less popular subject of interest.
As a result, most of the train anti-collision systems in Europe rely on infrastructure equipment
[Frederic, 2007].
With increase in the attempts on developing on-board obstacle detection systems, the role of
machine vision becomes more apparent. One of the initial works in this field is presented in
[ZuWhan, 2004] which introduces a multiple camera system mounted on the front side of the
train. This system is able to detect and track moving objects. Although in this system we have
multiple cameras, but they are looking toward different sides and analysis is done on the data
received from each of them independently.
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Since stereo vision provides the system with distance information as well, using stereo vision for
obstacle detection in driver assistant systems or autonomous systems is a popular approach
[Jung, 2005], [Klette, 2011], [Fernández-Arguelles, 2010], [Batavia, 2001], [Burschkal, 2002],
[Nedevschi, 2007]. Reference [Ruder, 2003] is the first study which uses a stereo vision to
automate train driving. It uses two CCD cameras in stereo setup with a baseline of 35 centimeters,
while the focal length of the cameras is 12 millimeters. This configuration enables the system to
monitor the front side of the train until up to 50 meters. Another camera with a 35 millimeters
lens is used for object detection in more distant ranges.
However, using stereo system for object detection, beside its advantages, can be challenging task.
Depth resolution is proportional to the focal length of the cameras and also the baseline. Short
baseline means narrow triangulation and narrow triangulation causes imprecise distance
measurement. On the other hand, long baseline means larger disparity map which causes heavier
computation to find stereo match and increases inaccuracy. Therefore, choosing right baseline
for a stereo system is the matter of trade-off between precision and accuracy [Okutomi, 1993].
Although most of the proposed stereo vision systems use one pair of cameras with a fixed
baseline, the dependence of the performance of stereo vision system in near and far distances to
the baseline triggered the motivation of some researchers to study multiple-baseline
configurations. Some papers, like [Okutomi, 1993] and [Sébastien, 1998], study the concept of
having multiple baselines in stereo system. Reference [Okutomi, 1993] probably is the first
research that introduces multi-baseline stereo system. This research shows that having more
than two cameras provides us with redundant data which simplifies matching algorithms and
enhances their results.
The idea of variable baseline has been examined in [Moravec, 1979] to obtain a disparity map of
the environment in order to control a camera-equipped rover. In there, the camera is mounted
on a 52 centimeters track and can perform lateral movement. Nine stopping position on the track
has provided diverse stereo baseline configurations.
In the late 1980s, the attempts of NASA to equip the Mars rover JPL with stereo system led to
extraordinary results and introduced stereo vision system capable of providing satisfactory
representation of the environment on Mars [Matthies, 2007]. Using three pinhole color cameras
mounted on a horizontal bar (10 degrees tilted down), three baselines were available on JPL:
-

Wide (30 cm)
Medium (20.5 cm)
Narrow (9.5 cm)

Wide baseline chosen, the system was able to detect obstacles at about 20 meters. Details of the
performance and evaluations can be found in [Rankin, 2005].
Later on, [Weichselbaum, 2013] uses the idea of having multiple baselines to reduce the process
computation time. In this study, besides several other active and passive sensors, three cameras
are horizontally aligned and mounted on the top of a locomotive. Reference [Weichselbaum,
2013] suggests that the baselines between 0.2 and 0.4 meters are not capable of delivering
enough depth resolution. Therefore, the configuration of two outer cameras has a baseline of 1.4
meters. For shorter distances, [Weichselbaum, 2013] uses shorter baseline to reduce disparity
search range.
5.3. Technical requirements
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Requirement No.

MSV1

Name:

3 RGB cameras implemented in the Multi-stereo vision subsystem of
SMART ODS demonstrator

Description:

3 RGB cameras, C1, C2 and C3, will form two stereo-vision systems:
C1-C2 and C1-C3. Remark: The actual subsystem components and
selected sensor will be defined in the detailed specification

Comments:

Anticipated sensor and subsystem components:
 CMOS vision sensor
 Variable focal length f to enable variable camera’s zooming
factors to cover different ranges
 interface between sensor and computer/embedded system
 integration into functional unit,
 appropriate enclosure for system

Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

MSV2

Name:

Sensor location

Description:

The individual RGB cameras will be located so to build two stereovision systems with base lines of different length so to cover different
depth ranges. Remark: The housing, subsystem components and
selected sensor will be defined in the detailed specification

Comments:

After multi-stereo vision subsystem is defined in D2.1, sensor
location in the housing of integrated ODS demonstrator will be
defined.

Indicative priority:

Mandatory
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6. Thermal camera subsystem
Thermal camera subsystem is a very important subsystem that will be used both in day and night
conditions. During the daylight operation thermal vision subsystem can give useful vision signal in
impaired visibility scenarios (often due to bad weather conditions), and during night operation
combined with night-vision image intensifier subsystem gives reliable obstacle detection.
6.1. Theoretical Background
6.1.1. Thermography
In physics, visible light, ultraviolet radiation, IR radiation, etc., can be described as
electromagnetic (EM) waves. Waves are periodic disturbances that keep their shape while
progressing in space as a function of time. The spatial periodicity is called wavelength λ, the
transient periodicity is called period of oscillation T, and its reciprocal is the frequency ν=1/T.
Wavelength and period of oscillation are connected via the speed of propagation c of the wave,
which depends on the specific type of wave, by next Equation [Vollmer, 2010]:
𝑐 = 𝜈 · 𝜆

(10)

According to the type of disturbance, there are two wave types:
1. Longitudinal waves, where the disturbance is parallel to the propagation direction,
2. Transverse waves, where the disturbance is perpendicular to the propagation direction.
Electric and magnetic fields represent disturbances in EM waves. They are perpendicular to each
other and also perpendicular to the propagation direction, so EM waves are transverse waves.
The maximum disturbance (or elongation) is called amplitude. Light and IR radiation are EM
waves, so Figure 6.1 shows overview of EM waves, ordered according to their wavelength or
frequency.

Figure 6.1 Most common types of EM waves[Vollmer, 2010]
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The visible light is in very small range within this spectrum with wavelengths from 380 to 780 nm.
The adjacent spectral region with wavelengths from 780 up to 1mm is infrared. However, for
infrared (IR) imaging, small range of the IR spectrum is useful. For thermography, three spectral
ranges are defined: the long-wave (LW) region from around 7 to 14 μm, the midwave (MW)
region from around 3 to 5 μm and the shortwave (SW) region from 0.9 to 1.7 μm (Figure 5.2)
[Vollmer, 2010].

Figure 6.2 Thermal infrared region [Vollmer, 2010]

Thermography is a technique which enables visualization of radiation in IR region. The most
important process for thermography is so-called thermal radiation. Term thermal radiation
implies that every object at a temperature above absolute zero (T > 0 K ; T> −273.15 ºC) emits EM
radiation. Absolute zero is the temperature where the lowest quantum energy states for
electrons, atoms, and molecules are occupied and no transitions between energy states are
possible that would result in the emission of EM radiation. The amount of radiation emitted by an
object and its distribution over the wavelength spectrum is dependent on temperature and
material properties [Vollmer, 2010; Williams, 2009].
6.1.2. Radiant power, exitance and irradiance
In any practical usage of an IR camera, an object emits radiation into the direction of the camera,
where it is focused on the detector and measured quantitatively. So, if there is an element dA of
the radiating surface of an object, the total energy flux dΦ, from this surface element dA into the
hemisphere is so-called power, radiant power, or energy flux with the SI unit W (watt). However,
this quantity can only be measured directly, if the detector collects radiation from the
hemisphere completely, but that is usually not the case. If this radiant power is related to the
emitting surface area, we find the exitance M, in units Wm −2, using next Equation [Vollmer, 2010]:
𝑑Φ
(11)
𝑑𝐴
It is clear that exitance M characterizes the total radiant power within the hemisphere that is
emitted by the surface area. This energy flux contains contributions of all emitted wavelengths
(because of simplicity, total derivatives is written, although, these are partial derivatives, since
the radiant power depends also on angles and wavelength).
𝑀=
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On the other side, if total incident power from a hemisphere on a given surface dA is considered,
previous leads to the irradiance E = dΦ /dA. Exitance M and irradiance E refer to the same units
of measurement, but the corresponding energy flux is either emitted or received by a particular
surface area dA [Vollmer, 2010].
6.1.3. Emissivity
If every object or body emits thermal radiation at any absolute temperature above 0 K, then the
maximum radiant power that can be emitted by any object depends only on the temperature of
the object that has led to the term thermal radiation. The perfect emitters of thermal radiation
are blackbodies which have properties to absorb every incident radiation, regardless of
wavelength and direction, so no surface can emit more energy than a blackbody - for given
temperature and wavelength and radiation emitted by a blackbody depends on wavelength, but,
its radiance does not depend on direction. Because of blackbodies are perfect absorbers and
emitters, they serve as standards in radiometry.
However, there is no real object that can emit this maximum thermal radiation at a given
temperature. So, real emission of thermal radiation from any object can be computed by
multiplying the blackbody radiation with emissivity ε. The emissivity of an object implies ratio of
the amount of radiation actually emitted from the surface to that emitted by a blackbody at the
same temperature. There are different definitions of emissivity, depending on which quantity is
used to describe the radiation. Based on the definition, it is clear that 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1, from a theoretical
0.00 (completely not-emitting) to an equally theoretical 1.00 (completely emitting). The
emissivity depends on the following parameters: material, surface structure, viewing angle,
geometry, wavelength and temperature [Vollmer, 2010].
Kind of material is the major parameter that affects the value of emissivity. Depending on
measurement techniques, averages are taken over certain angular and spectral ranges as is
useful in thermography. However, there are a simplified classification which can show different
between metals and non-metals. Most nonmetallic materials that are needed for practical
thermography applications like skin, paper, paints, stones, glass, and so on are gray emitters and
have fairly high above 0.8. In contrast, metals and, in particular, polished metals, have very low
emissivity values of below 0.2.
For any given material, the emissivity may vary because of surface structure and geometry, which
leads to that, for the same material, different values for emissivity are found, as well as same
material with different geometry. This effect is very often with metals, where polished metals can
reach emissivity value as low as 0.02, but in case that the surfaces are roughened, the emissivity
can be much larger and even reach values above 0.8. However, if surfaces of the metallic part are
modified via oxidation/corrosion, for example, a value as high as 0.78 is found for strongly
oxidized Cu, and 0.90 for some steel compounds due to such chemical modifications of the
surface. Because of that, a quantitative analysis is necessary, that means know the exact
temperature difference of these components compared to their surroundings of known
emissivity. The measured temperature is very strongly dependent on the actual value of
emissivity.
There are variations of the radiance depending on the direction of emission, so the radiance from
a real object usually also depends on the angle of emission, δ. An object that is observed from a
direction normal to its surface (δ = 0º) will emit more radiation than when observed at oblique
angles. This means that the emissivity depends on the angle of observation with respect to the
surface normal.
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Wavelength has impact on emissivity, for example, emissivity of metals usually decreases with
wavelength, while oxides and other nonmetals can show increases as well (Figure 3). The
examples of Al alloys clearly show the effect that increasing surface roughness from polished
surfaces to those roughened leads to increasing of emissivity.

Figure 6.3 Dependence of normal emissivity and wavelength [Vollmer, 2010]

It is well known that material properties usually change with temperature, which affects on
emissivity. Some materials, for example Al oxide (Figure 4), show big variations in emissivity
when temperature is changed. Therefore, it may be necessary for practical purposes to know
changing of properties and emissivity of any material, dependent to the temperature.

Figure 6.4. Dependence between normal emissivity and temperature for different materials [Vollmer,
2010]

6.1.4 Important Factors in the Application of Thermal Imaging
There are several characteristics of thermal imaging that govern its applications. Those three
most important are [Williams, 2009]:
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Response to the temperature of a surface: It is clear that the radiance of a surface is a
function of its temperature. As a result, a thermal imaging can be used for measuring the
temperature of an object, or more importantly, to provide a two-dimensional map of relative
or actual temperature distribution in a scene.
Passive imaging: The radiation used to generate the thermal image of an object comes from
the object itself, so there is no need for external source of radiation to see the object. Based
on that, thermal imaging can provide seeing at night-time, or under conditions of poor
illumination. Moreover, the visibility of certain objects that may be of particular interest is
enhanced because of their relatively high temperature compared to the environment.
Visibility through smoke and mist: Because the wavelengths involved are ten to twenty
times longer than wavelengths in the visible part of the spectrum, the radiation undergoes
less scattering by particles in the atmosphere. As a result of that, the range of visibility
through smoke and mist is increased.

6.2. Thermal Imaging System
The main function of thermal imaging system, for example thermographic camera or infrared
camera, is to convert infrared radiation into false color visual image so-called thermogram. This
visual image should represent the two-dimensional distribution of the infrared radiation emitted
by an object or a scene but, for a temperature measuring system, the visual image displays the
object temperatures. Therefore, the main components of an IR camera (Figure 6.5) [Vollmer,
2010;2]:
 Optics, that can form an image of an external scene using radiation in thermal wavelength
range;
 Detector or detectors, that can convert this radiation into electrical signals proportional to
the radiation falling on them;
 Electronics or signal and image processing, where image from input is processed;
 User interface with output ports, control ports, and the image display, where can be thermal
imaging system set and image showed on display.
Some systems require a scanning mechanism that scans the thermal image in a regular pattern
across the detector element(s), although most modern imagers do not require this, since they
use large detector arrays that completely cover the field of view of the imager.
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Figure 6.5 Block diagram with main parts of thermal imaging system [Vollmer, 2010]

The distance you can see a given target with a thermal imaging camera is called the “range” in
the thermal imaging industry. To correctly determine the range of a thermal imaging camera
requires some sophisticated modeling. There are many variables to consider including the type of
thermal imaging camera you are using, the type of lens you are using, the nature and size of the
object you want to detect, the atmospheric conditions and the very definition of what it means
to “see” a target.
To define what is meant by “seeing a target”, the so-called Johnson’s criteria can be used
[Johnson 1958, Sjaardema et al. 2015]. Although developed for the military (hence the use of the
term “target” to refer to the object of interest), the Johnson criteria are widely used in the
commercial marketplace to characterize thermal imaging systems. According to these criteria a
distinction needs to be made between degrees of “seeing” a target: Detection, Recognition and
Identification (DRI).
In order to detect if an object is present or not, its critical dimension needs to be covered by 1.5
or more pixels. 1.5 pixels in a staring array is equivalent to 0.75 “cycles”, which is the unit of
system resolution originally used in Johnson’s definition.
Recognizing an object is defined as seeing what type of object it is. It means being able to make
the distinction between a person, a car, a truck or any other object. In order to recognize an
object it needs to be subtended by at least 6 pixels across its critical dimension.
This term is often used in the military sense of the word, which means seeing if someone is
“friend or foe”. In order to do this, the critical dimension of the object in question needs to be
subtended by at least 12 pixels.
These Johnson’s criteria give a 50% probability of an observer discriminating an object to the
specified level. For example, an adult human being is roughly 1.8m by 0.5m in size. The “critical
dimension” of the man is 0.75m, according to empirical fits to the statistical analysis of observers
and thermal image data. To get DRI, you need 1.5 pixels, 6 pixels and 12 pixels across 0.75 meters
in the object plane (2 pixels per meter for detection, 8 pixels/meter for recognition and 16
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pixels/meter for the identification). In Figure 6.6 cropped images adequate for Detection and
Recognition of 3 different objects (Human, Vehicle and Boat) are presented with given minimal
required size in pixels.

Figure 6.6 Detection and Recognition of an object in thermal image [https://www.infinitioptics.com/dri]

A critical parameter that affects how far one can see with a thermal imaging camera is the focal
length of the lens. The focal length determines the instantaneous field of view (IFoV) of a camera
system. This is the angular field of view of a single pixel – the smallest angle that can be resolved
by the system, provided that there is sufficient thermal contrast. There is also a difference
between how far you can see with a cooled and with an uncooled thermal imaging camera.
Cooled camera systems are more expensive, but generally have a longer range than uncooled
systems under many conditions.

Figure 6.7 Nomograph of the uncooled 320x240 detector with 25 micron pitch [www.flir.com]
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Nomograph of the uncooled 320x240 detector for various focal length is shown in figure 6.7. For
detection of a Human at 800m with uncooled 320x240 detector based on nomograph presented
in Figure 6.7 the lens with 100mm focal lenth are needed. For recognition of the same Human
eather larger focal lenght or higher resolution is needed. Presented methodology for
determination of the range (or parameters) of thermal camera needed for Detection, Recognition
and Identification of an object can also be adopted for calculation of the range (or parameters
like minimal resolution and focal length) of the Night Vision camera and RGB camera.
Since thermal infrared cameras use heat (3μm–14μm spectrum) they do not use standard glass
optics. Instead, they use a rare earth metal called Germanium (Ge). Just as a standard glass lens
focus light and determines the view of visible/CCTV/IP CMOS or CCD camera GE focuses thermal
energy (heat) to a thermal infrared sensor. Principles and terminology such as F-stop, & Focal
length apply to both thermal and visible lens’s difference is one is light and other is heat.
Germanium, because it is a rare earth metal, is much more expensive than optical glass making
Ge lenses much more expensive than their visible camera counterparts. Due to their higher cost,
thermal cameras tend to have a much smaller lens, and uncooled cameras usually have a fixed
lens that does not exceed 100mm.
Although thermal imaging cameras can see through total darkness, light fog, light rain and snow,
the distance they can see is affected by these atmospheric conditions. Even in clear skies,
inherent atmospheric absorption places limits on how far a particular infrared camera system can
see. In essence, the farther an infrared signal must travel from the target to the camera, the
more of that signal is lost along the way.
Rain and fog can severely limit the range of thermal imaging systems due to scattering of light off
of droplets of water. Fog is a visible aggregate of minute water droplets suspended in the
atmosphere at or near the surface of the earth, reducing horizontal visibility to less than 1km in
many cases. It is created when the air temperature and the dew point of the air are nearly equal
and sufficient condensation nuclei are present. There are different types of fog, and some
fogbanks are denser than others because the water droplets have grown bigger through
accretion. A thermal imaging camera will have more difficulty seeing through these dense types
of fog, and its range will be reduced. The same goes for heavy rainfall and snow. Additionally, rain
can reduce contrast because it will cool the surfaces of targets. Despite degraded performance in
fog, rain and snow, thermal imaging cameras will still allow operators to see targets further than
is possible with visible-light imaging systems.
In summary, there is no easy answer to the question “how far can I see with a thermal imaging
camera?” It depends on a large number of environmental and system variables, including the
nature of the target (parked vehicle versus running vehicle), the background (hot desert versus
cold snow), and atmospheric conditions (clear skies versus fog). It also depends on the specific
camera and lens combination you choose.
6.3. State of the art in thermal cameras based ODS
There are many applications of thermal imaging systems, where infrared (thermal or
thermographic) cameras are used, like in monitoring, nondestructive and contactless inspection,
predictive-preventive maintenance of materials, surfaces, parts, assemblies, structures and
plants [Vollmer, 2010; Williams, 2009; Bagavathiappan et. al., 2013; Meola et. al., 2005; Hull,
1988; Barreira, 2007; Florez-Ospina, 2014; Huda, 2013; Sreedhara et. al., 2012; Kaplan, 2007],
measurement of heat loss of buildings and detection of heat bridges, moisture, failures, defects,
thermal performance of building or/and certain systems, etc., in civil engineering and
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architecture [Vollmer, 2010; Williams, 2009; Bagavathiappan et. al., 2013; Kaplan, 2007, Kylili et.
al., 2014; Fox et. el. 2014; Peng, 2013; Korniyenko, 2015; Grinzato, 1998], quality control in
different processes in production and food industry, [Vollmer, 2010; Kaplan, 2007, Gowen et. al.,
2010; Huang et. al., 2008], meteorology for detecting and analysis of tropical cyclone, winds,
clouds, etc. [Piñeros et. al., 2010; Piñeros, 2008; Schmetz et. al., 1993], or in diagnosis of cancer
and pain in medicine, [Vollmer, 2010; Williams, 2009; Kaplan, 2007, Arora et. al., 2008]. However,
because of its characteristics, thermal imaging systems are also used in detection, night vision
and surveillance applications, for example detection and recognition of human faces, pedestrians,
persons, etc., different objects (obstacles, vehicles, etc.), for certain purposes.
In automotive applications main focus is on safety of pedestrians, so there are lot of researches
of pedestrian detection using vehicle mounted infrared camera. Unlike background subtraction
algorithms that are used in applications where thermal camera is static, various advanced
algorithms needed to be explored in automotive and mobile robot applications.
In [Broggi et. al., 2004] the system based on a multi-resolution localization of warm symmetrical
objects with specific size and aspect ratio, where the multi-resolution approach allows detecting
both close and far pedestrians, is presented. However, two issues are recognized: the desired
target, i.e. the interval of pedestrian’s height and width, and the position and orientation of the
IR camera, which is mounted on test vehicle, as well as vehicle oscillations due to road roughness,
considering aesthetical and physical automotive requirements. Proposed algorithm is based on
monocular IR vision and targets are characterized by size and aspect ratio constraints. For the
pedestrians, height a 180 cm ÷ 200 cm range and width a 40 cm ÷ 80 cm is chosen. The result
showed that the proposed system is able to detect one or more pedestrians even in presence of
a complex background in a 7 m÷43.5 m range.
Authors in [Fernández-Caballero et. al., 2010] described a new approach to real-time human
detection through processing video captured by a thermal infrared camera mounted on the
autonomous mobile platform mSecuritTM. Presented approach starts with a phase of static
analysis for the detection of human candidates through some classical image processing
techniques such as image normalization and thresholding. After that, the proposed approach
starts a dynamic image analysis phase based in optical flow or image difference. Optical flow is
used when the robot is moving, whilst image difference is the preferred method when the mobile
platform is still. The results of both phases are compared to enhance the human segmentation by
infrared camera, and showed that optical flow or image difference will emphasize the foreground
hot spot areas obtained at the initial human detection of the candidates.
In [Ćirić et. al., 2016] the main goal was to enable mobile robot platform or any technical system
to recognize the person in indoor environment, localize it and track it with accuracy high enough
to allow adequate human-machine interaction. The robot was operated in an unconstrained
indoor environment. The segmentation algorithm is based on thresholding method and the
problem was boiled down to determining possible region of interests in real world scenarios,
where there are obstacles in front of the person, two persons are overlapping when moving close
to one another and reflection is possible to occur. Since the problem of segmentation of thermal
image needs involving some intelligent and heuristic optimization algorithm, the authors decided
to implement genetic algorithm (GA) for this purpose. Classifier output was probability that
analyzed object whose features was extracted belongs to a class named human and non-human.
Results showed good detection performance and consistent tracking in the case of single persons
independently from current light conditions and in situations where no skin color is visible.
Stereo system for the detection of pedestrians using far-infrared cameras is presented in
[Bertozzi et. al., 2007]. Since pedestrian detection in far-infrared images can be difficult in some
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environmental conditions, the system exploits three different detection approaches: warm area
detection, edge-based detection, and disparity computation. The algorithm combines this
information to create a list of relevant pedestrian candidates. Distance estimation, size, aspect
ratio, and a head presence are used to select pedestrians. An active contours approach is
currently under testing for shape refinement. The developed system has been implemented on
an experimental vehicle equipped with two Raytheon 300D 7–14 l infrared cameras and
preliminarily tested in urban and rural environments in different situations. Results showed that
the presented system was able to detect pedestrians even if they partly overlap each other. In
addition, the use of three different approaches for the detection enabled detection of
pedestrians in complex scenarios or even when they are not warmer than the background.
However, in situations where pedestrians are very close to each other and at the same distance
from the vision system, they are often detected as a single pedestrian and head detection
produces a match anyway. On the other side the pedestrian in the foreground is not detected,
even if visible, because its height is too small for an human shape and the corresponding
bounding box has no valid aspect-ratio, so the filtering phase discarded it. Presence of objects
with a similar size and shape of a pedestrian represent the most frequent cause of misdetection.
Also, it is concluded that the head match filter is not sufficient for an effective validation, because
several artefacts feature a head like shape and also the sun illumination can heat them causing
the detection of a false positive. However, results showed that correct detection percentage is
high with a very low number of false detections per frame, and the system showed good
detection even when pedestrians are partly occluded. In urban situations, noise produced by the
presence of buildings, cars, signals and other objects could increase false detections.
In some applications, using of only thermal imaging system cannot give satisfactorily results, so
one of the solutions is combination of thermal and visual system in detection of humans. In
[Krotosky, 2008], a methodology for analyzing multimodal and multiperspective systems for
person surveillance is presented. Authors designed an algorithmic framework for detecting
people in a scene that can be generalized to include color, infrared, and/or disparity features. A
probabilistic score for evaluating the presence of people is created using a combination of a
histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) feature-based support vector machine and size/depthbased constraints. With presented framework, person detectors is trained using color stereo and
infrared stereo features as well as tetravision-based detectors that combine the detector outputs
from separately trained color stereo and infrared stereo-based detectors. The trifocal tensor is
incorporated, and trained detectors for an experimental evaluation of video sequences captured
with designed testbed are used. Experimental testbed had two color and two infrared cameras.
Evaluation demonstrated the performance gains achievable when using the trifocal framework to
combine color and infrared features in a unified framework. Both of the trifocal setups
outperform their unimodal equivalents, as well as the tetravision-based analysis. Also,
experiments showed how the trained detector generalizes well to different scenes and can
provide robust input to an additional tracking framework.
Authors in [Lee et. al., 2015] proposed a new method of detecting pedestrians using a dual
camera system that combines visible light and thermal cameras, which are robust in various
outdoor environments such as mornings, afternoons, night and rainy days. Images are captured
where people naturally move without any instruction from the authors. Experimental results
showed that the average precision and recall of detecting pedestrians are 98.13% and 88.98%,
respectively.
There are many application of thermal imaging system in detection of different nonliving objects.
In [Zhang, 2005], a novel algorithm for detecting and tracking dim moving point target in IR image
sequence with low SNR, is presented. Original images are preprocessed using temperature non55
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linear elimination and Top-hat operator, and then a composite frame is obtained by reducing the
three-dimensional (3D) spatio-temporal scanning for target to 2D spatial hunting. Finally the
target trajectory is tracked under the condition of constant false-alarm probability (CFAR).
Experiment is done with a real 20- frame IR image sequence of 224 x 292 pixels. Based on the
experimental results, the algorithm can successfully detect dim moving point target and
accurately estimate its trajectory.
Authors in [Shaik, 2009] proposed target detection and tracking algorithms which are based on
frequency domain correlation and Bayesian probabilistic techniques, respectively. A simple
frequency domain technique is given, where Fourier transform for each of the blocks of the test
image and move the spectrum to the center of the block is computed to obtain shift invariance
for the moving targets. This technique requires location initialization for each new target of
interest appearing in the frame based on ground truth (GT) data. The proposed algorithms are
found to be suitable for real-time detection and tracking of static or moving targets, while
accommodating for detrimental affects posed by the clutter and background noise.
New method for detection of vehicles is presented in [Iwasaki, 2013]. This method is based on
distinguishing the tire’s thermal energy reflection area on the road surface from the other areas.
Two thermal cameras were used in experiments - TVS-500EX and TVS-200. In previous work,
authors used TVS-500EX infrared thermal camera and the notebook personal computer to
capture thermal images from a pedestrian bridge on a mountain road at Aso in Kumamoto, Japan.
Also, authors used the Viola-Jones detector, in order to detect vehicles. Each collected image
contains the windshield and its surrounding which clearly show the front view of a vehicle as
positive samples while images contain no vehicle as negative samples. By using the upper part of
the vehicle such as the windshield and its surroundings as the target of pattern recognition, a
robust detection of vehicles even when they are stopped one after another with a short distance
can be made. Training with these sample images to obtain a multistage cascade of classifiers is
conducted. Finally pattern recognition of vehicles with the obtained multistage cascade of
classifiers, is managed. In the experiments in June, August and October, this method detected
1,404 vehicles (96.2%) out of 1,460 vehicles under three different environmental conditions, and
the number of false detection was 35 in total. However, in winter above freezing point, the
vehicle detection accuracy of pattern recognition by the Viola-Jones detector decreases because
the differences between two temperatures are reduced, so authors decided to realize our new
method without relying on this pattern recognition. It is confirmed that the thermal images taken
with the infrared thermal cameras offer high pixel values in the tire’s thermal energy reflection
area on the road surface. When the open air temperature is low like in winter, the temperature
difference between the tires and the road surface is high. Therefore, if the pixel values located
both side of vehicles are automatically measured, and tire’s thermal energy reflection area is
discriminated, the vehicles can be detected. The experiments are done using three series of
thermal images for which the vehicle detection accuracies of our previous method are low. This
method detected 1,417 vehicles (92.8%) out of 1,527 vehicles, and the number of false detection
is 52 in total. Therefore, by combining our two methods, high vehicle detection accuracies are
maintained under various environmental conditions.
There are not so many papers on thermal camera applications on railway vehicles, but in [Forth,
2015] authors analyzed possible dangerous situation when trains operates in dark and bad
weather conditions, especially when some obstacles can be on railway track. In the test, thermal
camera was mounted on the train’s roof and connected up to a display with a video capability.
Train operated in various speeds. It is concluded that on the display, the driver recognized
possible objects on the railway long before the obstacle is illuminated by the train’s headlights,
beside vibrations which are caused from crossings and changing of railway track.
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In [Berg et. al., 2015], a method for detecting obstacles on the railway in front of a moving train
using a monocular thermal camera is proposed. In order to detect obstacles, authors first
localized the rails in the incoming stream of thermal images, then find possible obstacles. Since
there is no information about the type of obstacles to find in advance, an anomaly detector is
developed, i.e., goal is to detect objects that do not look like rails where rails are expected to be.
In order to collect relevant image data, a thermal camera is mounted in metal box on train. The
used camera is a FLIR SC655, which acquire images in the long-wave (thermal) infrared band, i.e.,
in the wavelengths 8–12 μm, with resolution of 640×480 pixels and acquire 50 frames per second.
The thermal camera is connected to a computer and a display with a graphical user interface. The
computer had software for acquiring thermal images, computing the scene geometry, detecting
the railway, detecting and tracking possible obstacles, and giving alarms to the driver conditioned
on certain criteria. The test sequence that used to evaluate the performance of the system
consists of 386 frames. When the sequence was recorded, the train was driving at about 200
km/h on a railway which slightly bends to the right. Three simulated objects are introduced on
the rail during the sequence, with adequate temperature for testing the system. The first object
is a square, the second object is a rectangle simulating a pipe lying over the rails and the third
object is an upright rectangle simulating a standing object, human or animal. Authors concluded
that the rail detection method works satisfactory, but, as expected, can only be used at a limited
range due to its assumption of constant curvature. The combined correction and anomaly
detection method successfully compensated for model errors, and also gives detection results
useful in the practical application.
6.4. Technical requirements
Requirement No.

TVS1

Name:

Thermal vision
demonstrator

Description:

Infrared camera TH integrated in Thermal Vision Subsystem gives
thermogram. Remark: The actual subsystem components and
selected sensor will be defined in the detailed specification

Comments:

camera

implemented

in

the

SMART

ODS

Anticipated sensor and subsystem components:
 Fixed focal lenght Germanium lens adequate for recognition
of the object at 1000m micro bolometer sensor with
resolution adequate for recognition of the object at 1000m
 interface between sensor and computer/embedded system
 integration into functional unit,
 appropriate enclosure for system and special Germanium
protective glass

Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

TVS2

Name:

Sensor location

Description:

Infrared camera that gives thermogram will be located in the OD
demonstrator housing with adequate germanium protective glass.
Remark: The housing, subsystem components and selected sensor
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will be defined in the detailed specification
Comments:

After thermal vision subsystem is defined in D2.1, sensor location in
the housing of integrated ODS demonstrator will be defined.

Indicative priority:

Mandatory
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7. Night-vision image intensifier subsystem
Night vision image intensifier will be the main source of the vision signal for the obstacle
detection in night operating conditions.
7.1. Theoretical Background
Night vision image intensifier system consist of: image intensifier tube, optical lens system and
CMOS camera sensor coupled on image intensifier tube output screen.

Embeded System
Interface

CCD Camera &
Image Processor

CCD Sensor

Fiber Optic
Taper

Phosphor
Screen

MCP

LENS

Photocathode

Typical ICCD camera is shown on figure 7.1.

IIT PSU

HDSova ICCD
Figure 7.1 ICCD camera scheme

Optical lens need to provide good magnification of object at distances up to 1000 meters.
Calculation of object images for different size objects and on various distances is presented in
table 3.
Table 3. Relation between object size, object distance and number of vertical pixels in image
object image size on
photocathode (in mm)
100
200
500
object
700
distace (in
1000
meters)
1200
1500
2000

5
5,8000
2,9000
1,1600
0,8286
0,5800
0,4833
0,3867
0,2900

2
2,3200
1,1600
0,4640
0,3314
0,2320
0,1933
0,1547
0,1160

Object size (in meters)
1,75
1,435
0,7
2,0300
1,6646
0,8120
1,0150
0,8323
0,4060
0,4060
0,3329
0,1624
0,2900
0,2378
0,1160
0,2030
0,1665
0,0812
0,1692
0,1387
0,0677
0,1353
0,1110
0,0541
0,1015
0,0832
0,0406

0,5
0,5800
0,2900
0,1160
0,0829
0,0580
0,0483
0,0387
0,0290

0,07
0,0812
0,0406
0,0162
0,0116
0,0081
0,0068
0,0054
0,0041

Object sizes are chosen based on some most common objects which can be found on railway
tracks (car – 5 meters, big animal – 2 meters, human - 1,75 meters, small animal – 0,5 meter,
obstacle with surface of 0,5 m2, distances between tracks 1,435 meters, width of one track –
0,07 meters).
Modulation transfer function (calculated) for selected objective is shown on figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2 Modulation transfer function

7.1.1. The image intensifier tube
The image intensifier is a key component of each ICCD camera.

Figure 7.3 The three functional units of a image intensifier: the photocathode (white), the micro channel
plate(red) and the phosphor screen (green).

The image intensifier is the most crucial system component of an intensified CCD high speed
camera, beside the CCD sensor itself. It allows for an optimum adaption of the ICCD camera to
any specific application. The main function of the image intensifier is the multiplication of the
incoming photons, i.e. the amplification of the incoming light signal. This enables the ICCD
camera to take images at extremely low light condition and/or at extremely short exposure time
down to 200ps, when the integral of the photon flux over the exposure time is very small.
It is the image intensifier that provides the so called gating capability of the ICCD camera, i.e. the
shutter function. If the high speed camera is gated "on", the shutter is open. In this case the
incoming light is intensified, i.e. amplified, transmitted to the CCD chip and collected. If the
camera is gated "off", the shutter is closed and no light is transmitted to the CCD sensor.
The ICCDs can be gated down to the picosecond time scale. The gating of CCD and EMCCD in
principle is only possible on interline CCD sensors. Due to the high capacitance of these area
sensors gating starts only in the microseconds range. Frame transfer CCDs cannot be gated faster
than a few milliseconds. Even mechanical shutter systems are not able to provide short gating
times like the image intensifier. Therefore image intensified CCD cameras are a unique tool for
ultra-high speed imaging.
Image intensifiers consist of three functional units:
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The photocathode, that converts the incoming photons to photo electrons,



The micro channel plate (MCP) that strongly multiplies these photo electrons,



The phosphor screen that converts the multiplied photo electrons back to photons.

There are three voltages applied to the image intensifier as shown in the drawing. If the voltage
UCM between photocathode and micro channel plate is negative, the photoelectrons are
accelerated towards the microchannel plate. This means that the ICCD high speed camera is
gated, i.e. the shutter is open. If the voltage UCM is positive, the photoelectrons are kept at the
photocathode which means that the ICCD camera is not gated, i.e. the shutter is closed.
7.1.2. The photocathode
The photocathode converts the incoming photons to photo electrons by collisional ionization.
The photocathode is, therefore, directly behind the entrance window of any image intensifier.
Multiple photocathodes cover the spectral range from UV, VIS to IR. The photocathode sensitivity
is one important property to choose the most suiting photocathode for your application or the
predominant illumination.
The graph in Figure 7.4 shows the quantum efficiency of selected photocathodes.

Figure 7.4 shows the quantum efficiency of selected photocathodes.

The specific material composition of the photocathode enables to cover different spectral ranges.
The incoming light first meets the photocathode of the ICCD cameras image intensifier. The
photocathode converts the incoming photons to photo electrons by collisional ionization. To
obtain a maximum signal to noise ratio in the images the spectral sensitivity of the photocathode
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should be well fitted to the applications light spectrum. A maximum number of photoelectrons
per incoming photon are generated in this way, i.e. maximum integral quantum efficiency is
achieved. The photocathode of the image intensifier will therefore be selected according to the
specific requirements of your application. A selection of popular photocathode materials is
shown in the diagram above. Furthermore the sensitivity of these individual photocathodes can
be extended to the UV by using an MgF2.
Spectral sensitivity is selected by photocathode and entrance window (Figure 7.5). Before the
photons hit the photocathode, they have to pass the entrance window. Quartz is used as
standard material for the window. However, for UV applications an MgF 2 window may be applied.

Figure 7.5 The entrance window and the photocathode

The ultraviolet transmission factors of both materials in comparison are shown in Figure 7.6. The
MgF2 window extends UV and VUV.

Figure7.6 Transmission of input windows.

7.1.3. Image intensifier: Multi-channel plate - MCP
MCP is a specially fabricated plate that amplifies electron signal similar to secondary electron
multiplier (SEM). Unlike SEM, MCP has several million independent channels and each channel
works as independent electron multiplier. In other words, one can imagine MCP as an assembly
of millions miniature SEMs. MCP consists of a two-dimensional periodic array of very-small
diameter glass capillaries (channels) fused together and sliced in a thin plate. A single incident
particle (ion, electron, photon etc.) enters a channel and emits an electron from the channel wall
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(Figure 7.7). Secondary electrons are accelerated by an electric field developed by a voltage
applied across the both ends of the MCP. They travel along their parabolic trajectories until they
in turn strike the channel surface, thus producing more secondary electrons. This process is
repeated many times along the channel; as a result, this cascade process yields a cloud of several
thousand electrons, which emerge from the rear of the plate. If two or more MCPs are operated
in series, a single input event will generate a pulse of 108 or more electrons at the output.

Figure 7.7 Process in MCP

Since the individual channels confine the pulse, the spatial patterns of electron pulses at the rear
of the plate preserve the pattern (image) particles incident on the front surface. The output
signals are typically collected in any of several ways, including metal or multimetal anodes,
resistive anode (one- or two- dimensional), wedge and strip anode, Delay-Line Readout or on a
phosphor screen deposited on a fiberoptic or other substrate.
Microchannel Plates have a combination of unique properties like high gain, high spatial
resolution and high temporal resolution. They can be used in a large variety of applications
including, imaging spectroscopy, electron spectroscopy and microscopy, mass spectrometry,
astronomy, molecular and atomic collision studies, cluster physics etc. Most of these applications
require only some of MCP properties, for example Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometry require high
temporal resolution of MCPs, imaging of single atoms in field ion microscopes or X-ray imaging of
the Sun require mainly spatial resolution. Particle analyzers may be produced by using a MCP
detector at the output of a electrostatic and/or magnetic dispersion system. Very high sensitivity
optical, UV and EUV and X-ray spectrometers can also be produced with appropriate filtering and
dispersive elements. The same microchannel plate technology is used to make visible light image
intensifiers for night vision goggles and binoculars.
7.1.4 Image intensifier: Phosphor screen
The phosphor screen emits photons if accelerated electrons hit the material. The most common
use of phosphor screens are cathode ray tube displays which are used in the early TV's and
oscilloscopes. Phosphors for these cathode ray tubes were standardized and designated by the
letter "P" followed by a number. The phosphor screen of image intensifiers converts the electron
avalanche from the micro channel plate back into photons (Figure 7.8).
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Figure 7.8 The phosphor screen converts accelerated electrons into photons.

Typical conversion factors of the used phosphor screens are between 20 and 200 photons per
electron, depending on the phosphor type and the kinetic energy of the electrons, i.e. the
acceleration voltage. In order to increase the number of photons emitted in the direction
towards the CCD sensor, the backside of the phosphor is coated with an aluminum layer that
reflects photons towards the proper direction, as shown in the enlarged detail above.
Several different phosphors types are available which differ in the emitted spectrum and in decay
time, i.e. in fluorescence lifetime, as shown in the according pictures below.

a)

b)

Figure 7.9 The quantum efficiency of different phosphor screens (a) and the decay times (fluorescence
lifetime) of different phosphor screens (b)

An optimum phosphor screen will be chosen for the specific requirements of your application.
There are three important considerations in choosing a phosphor screen. First the efficiency,
second the phosphor decay time and last the spatial resolution.
The two mostly used phosphor screens for image intensifiers are P43 and P46. The P43 phosphor
screen has a higher efficiency and higher spatial resolution due to smaller grain size. However, it
has a long decay time. For fast applications e.g. double frame mode with a interframing time of
500ns the faster decaying P46 phosphor screen is necessary to avoid ghost images from the
previous exposure. The trade-off of the P46 phosphor screen are lower efficiency and lower
spatial resolution.
Especially, at the double frame mode it needs to be ensured that the fluorescence of the
phosphor from the last image has sufficiently died down before the CCD sensor read out the
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second image. This is to avoid any loss of light and, even more important, to avoid crosstalk to
the next image.
7.2. State of the art in night vision ODS
Night vision systems can use various types of technologies to allow users to see in low or no light
scenarios. Each of these technologies has inherent advantages and disadvantages. Integrated
night vision systems (INVSs) combine image output from two or more different types of night
vision sensors into one composite (fused) image in order to take advantage of the strengths of
each type of sensor [SAVER 2013]. The most common form of sensor fusion used for emergency
responder applications is the coupling of an image intensifier (I2) with a thermal imaging sensor
as shown in Figure 7.9. Generally, I2 sensors provide an image of the surrounding environment
under low-light scenarios, while thermal imaging sensors allow for the identification of objects
and targets of interest by showing the thermal signatures of the objects in the environment
[Couture & Plotsker 2005]. INVSs that combine these two technologies provide emergency
responders with enhanced detection and recognition capabilities in fog, rain, and smog, as well
as in poorly illuminated conditions.

Figure 7.9 Digital Image Fusion

Those type of systems are very developed specially for military applications and have reasonable
price.
Another fusion system with capability to produces true colour imagery is combination of a
visible/near infrared (VNIR) colour EMCCD camera and thermal long-wave infrared (LWIR)
microbolometer camera [Kriesel & Gat 2010]. The system can run in true color mode in day light
down to quarter moon conditions, below this light level the system can functioning in
monochrome mode. Those types of systems are relatively new on market and have still high price.
Ultraviolet (UV), visible, and infrared (IR) light make up a portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum. Only a narrow portion of the electromagnetic spectrum is visible to the unaided
human eye. The ability to create an image using portions of the spectrum outside the visible
range allows for the visualization and identification of objects that would be difficult or
impossible using the unaided human eye [FLIR Systems 2016].
I2 night vision devices operate in the visible and near infrared (NIR) electromagnetic spectrums,
while thermal imaging sensors operate in the mid- and long-wave infrared (MWIR and LWIR)
spectrums. In addition to creating images from a broader portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum, INVSs that utilize I2 sensors require a small amount of ambient illumination to operate
effectively. Light entering an I2 sensor is amplified thousands of times to produce a visible image
for the end-user. INVSs with thermal imaging sensors are capable of showing temperature
differences as small as 2°–3° C between an object and its environment, thus allowing users to
readily pick out objects with different heat signatures [Mitianoudis & Stathaki 2008]. Thermal
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sensors also provide the end user with improved visibility through many weather conditions that
typically limit visibility such as fog and haze.
Fusion of images from each night vision sensor can be accomplished either optically or digitally.
Optical fusion relies upon an optical combination of sensor images, while digital fusion employs
digital signal processing to combine sensor images. Optical fusion in INVSs can be accomplished
using a beam combiner to fuse images from two sensors into one image. Digital fusion INVSs
uses digital signal processing to combine the images from each sensor into a single image.
7.3. Technical requirements
Night vision channel sensor (ICCD) that will be designed and prototype constructed in a few
steps. First all specified components (Gen3 Image Intensifier and CCD chip) must be acquired.
Image Intensifier must be coupled with CCD sensor via coupling optical lens system or fiber optic
taper. Optics Engineer will design these coupling elements, and they will be acquired and
fabricated. Then the system consisting of IIT, coupling element and CCD chip will be integrated
together in a single subunit. Also optical input to Image Intensifier Tube must be designed
because the input signal must be multiplied and focused in order to provide clear and clean
image of desired region. This is also task for Engineer for Optics. After calculation and
specification of optical elements, these elements will be purchased and assembled in one
compact lens system, and added on previously assembled subunit. For electronic focusing system
the electronic circuit will be designed. The system must have appropriate motor for lens
adjusting, and for this motor the driver PCB must also contain required computer interface. For
assembled unit, the mechanical enclosure will be designed. Enclosure must be effective and
functional and must provide solid base to hold elements together in harsh, vibrating environment.
Completely assembled night vision sensor unit will be further tested and if necessary some
corrections may be needed.
According to sampling theorem, the signal should be sampled at a sampling frequency that is
greater than or equal to twice the maximum bandwidth of the signal.
That means when the image is transferred from image intensifier tube to camera sensor one
pixel must be covered with image parts which is smaller than 0,01mm (10µm) on the screen of
IIT).
Object represented with one pixel are marked in red in table 4. It is impossible to recognize
object in image which is 1 pixel size, so we choose the size of 10 pixels as minimum (marked with
yellow color), and object with at least 20 pixel are marked in green. They correspond to 5 and 10
of line pair on the photocathode with 50 lp/mm resolution.
Table 4. Detectable object in image regarding object size and distance
Number of pixels for
specified object
100.0
200.0
500.0
Object
700.0
distance (in
1000.0
meters)
1200.0
1500.0
2000.0

5.0
580.0
290.0
116.0
82.9
58.0
48.3
38.7
29.0

2.0
232.0
116.0
46.4
33.1
23.2
19.3
15.5
11.6

Object size (in meters)
1.8
1.4
0.7
203.0
166.5
81.2
101.5
83.2
40.6
40.6
33.3
16.2
29.0
23.8
11.6
20.3
16.6
8.1
16.9
13.9
6.8
13.5
11.1
5.4
10.2
8.3
4.1
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0.5
58.0
29.0
11.6
8.3
5.8
4.8
3.9
2.9

0.07
8.1
4.1
1.6
1.2
0.8
0.7
0.5
0.4
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If one pixel cover 10 µm of screen, then we need 18/0,01=1800 pixels to cover surface of screen.
For better image quality, we can sample with frequency which is higher than 2x than the
maximum frequency. If we choose 3x ratio (every line pair is covered with 3 pixels) than we need
image sensor with 2700 pixel horizontal (4,2 MP for 16/10 image sensor). CMOS camera must be
at least 4,2MP in order to provide necessary resolution for obstacle detection – recognition.
List of elaborated technical requirements
Requirement No.

NVS1

Name:

Optical lens system (prime objective)

Description:

Optical lens system must have focal length of minimum 100mm,
and aperture less than 1.8

Comments:

To provide good image size and quality to image intensifier tube

Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

NVS2

Name:

Third generation image intensifier tube

Description:
Comments:

The image intensifier tube basic parameters: Luminous
Sensitivity@ 1500-2500μA/lm; Luminous Gain@ 40,000-70,000;
Signal-to-Noise Ratio@ 19-28; Resolution@ 57-72lp/mm
The image intensifier tube must be third generation because of
their superior characteristics related to gen II devices.

Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

NVS3

Name:

5 MP CMOS monochrome image sensor

Description:

2592x1944 px, 15fps, GigE interfejs, POE, C mount

Comments:

The minimum requirements for camera, to provide image with
sufficient resolution.

Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

NVS4

Name:

Sensor location

Description:
Comments:
Indicative priority:

The housing, subsystem components and selected sensor will be
defined in the detailed specification
After night vision image intensifier subsystem is defined in D2.2,
sensor location in the housing of integrated ODS demonstrator
will be defined.
Mandatory
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8. Laser distance meter subsystem
8.1. Theoretical Background
Laser rangefinder is a device in which a laser beamer is used to determine the distance to an
object. The laser rangefinder works on the principle of time-of-flight (TOF) distance measuring
technique. The rangefinder emits laser pulses. An invisible infrared laser pulses from the laser
rangefinder hits the target or an object, then reflects back to the rangefinder.

Figure 8.1 Laser rangefinder work principle

A computer chip in the Laser rangefinder translates the time ‘tD’ which was needed by the pulse
to travel from transmitter to an observed target and then back to receiver into a distance ‘D’.
Laser travels with the speed of light ‘c’ which provides fast and accurate measuring. The distance
to an object is defined as the half of the total time consume by the laser pulse to travel times the
speed of light, as shown in the following equation:
𝑐𝑡𝐷
(17)
𝐷=
2
This technology has high accuracy but there is significant difference between different Laser
rangefinders models, mostly in range, quality, resolution, and the capability of the computer chip
or sensor to process the information to determine the distance. A sensor that can detect lower
light, filter out false information and so on will handle greater ranges. The cost is greater with the
longer distance models. There is a large number of variables involved when it comes to achieve
the maximum range on a rangefinder.
Standard Laser rangefinders have an accuracy of plus or minus one meter. When more accuracy
is needed, technology now allows the most sophisticated Laser rangefinders to measure down to
mere millimeters/inches. Handheld military rangefinders combined with binoculars or
monoculars operate at ranges of 2 km up to 25 km. Environmental factors which slows down the
beam of light or disperses the beam of light from Laser rangefinder can affect the performance of
Laser rangefinder. The speed of light is constant in a vacuum, but it varies when passing through
different types of matter. For instance, the speed of light is different through denser air than
thinner air, so things such as elevation, humidity and even temperature, which affect air density,
can also affect the accuracy of a Laser rangefinder.
Fog, rain, dust and smog, on the other hand, have a more dramatic effect on rangefinders.
Because of this, some Laser rangefinders have a rain mode or fog mode which help to an extent.
Heavy rain, snow or fog can render a Laser rangefinder nearly useless by drastically dispersing
that beam of light.
A hard, smooth, shiny, bright colour target reflects a beam of light to Laser rangefinders much
better than a rough, dark, opaque target. That's why the effective range of Laser rangefinders is
better for the first type of target and much reduced for the second. Dark objects and dark colours
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tend to absorb light energy from that Laser rangefinder beam and reflect back less light to the
laser rangefinder. Range is reduced for these types of targets.
Laser rangefinders for consumers are laser class 1 or class 2 devices and therefore are considered
relatively eye-safe.

Figure 8.2 Long Range Distance sensor DML / DML40-2

8.2. State of the art in laser based ODS
There are examples of systems which use Laser rangefinder like in railway snow depth measuring
method which could be used to avoid railway disaster in snowstorm areas. The system for snow
depth measuring is based on multisensor information fusion of laser and video, providing two
kinds of criterion such as data and images which can increase the reliability and practicability.
[Xiong et al., 2015]
Obstacle detection is the field in which laser rangefinder could be use as a fusion system with for
example stereo-vision. There are proposed and implemented application like for autonomous
off-road navigation. [Hussein, 2016 ]
8.3. Technical and functional requirements
Requirement No.

LR1

Name:

Laser range finder integrated into multi-sensor SMART ODS

Description:

Cost effective laser range finder for enough long range distance
measurement; Measurement range 0 - <1000 m

Comments:

Range is defined by required range of the ODS demonstrator

Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

LR2

Name:

Continuous target tracking

Description:

Target tracking with min 5 Hz

Comments:

To provide continuous tracking of the object in available distance
range

Indicative priority:

Mandatory
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9. ODS demonstrator vehicle mounting
The ODS demonstrator should be mounted to evaluation vehicle as defined in section 4 of the
report by a mounting construction attached to hand rail of the vehicle. The mounting
construction provides support and vibration isolation for the case which houses the
demonstrator sensors. As vibration suppression is necessary for vehicular imaging applications,
the possibilities for vibration suppression are discussed, as well as vibrations of the vehicle
carbody vibrations as vibratory input of the system. Based on performed analysis of vibratory
loads and general and evaluation imposed requirements the requirements for the mounting
construction and ODS demonstrator vibration isolation are defined and structured.
9.1. Vibration influence on imaging devices
The images of surrounding area from the cameras mounted at vehicles are often distorted
because of the vehicle vibration. The image distortion is characterized by the vehicle vibration
frequency; the higher the frequency of the vehicle, the images are more distorted. Figure 9.1
shows image distortion from CCTV camera mounted on a pole which is a consequence of pole
vibrations.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9.1 Image distortion due to vibrations at low frequency (a)
and high frequency (b) (Abolmaali et al, 2007)

Image stabilisation is especially important in autonomous vehicles as the better image acquisition
process will increase the feasibility and reliability of the process and the afterward analysis (Zhao
et al, 2015). Most authors agree that severe image distortions occur at frequencies larger than 5
Hz (Sterna, 2005; Abolmaali, 2007). The image distortion problem becomes more prominent with
increase of image resolution and with optical zooming of the image. Image acquisition in
conditions with low lighting would extend the necessary exposure time, introducing additional
blur due to vehicle vibrations. It is determined that for exposure values of 1/500 or less good
picture will be produced regardless of the vibration value (Ives, 2008). Furthermore, vibration
direction must not rotate the camera around the horizontal axis as it would cause image fatal
blurring.
In order to prevent deterioration of image quality due to vibrations a whole new scientific and
engineering area was created which deals with image stabilisation techniques. Image stabilisation
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techniques can be classified into four major categories: optical stabilisation, digital stabilisation,
electro-mechanical and mechanical stabilisation.
The optical stabilization manages movement of a group of lenses in the imaging equipment to
compensate for vibration or slow moving disturbances. In principle it is also an electromechanical approach as sensors are used to quantify movement. Based on measured movement,
the group of lenses are moved mechanically to compensate the movement. Such approach is
efficient for low amplitude vibrations even at frequencies up to 20 Hz (hand shake). But for
vehicular applications such approach is not satisfactory as the amplitude of vibrations is higher
and response times are low due to mechanical compensation of lens motion.
The most common method of digital image stabilization is feature registration (Shih, 2010). In the
first phase of the process the features of image are extracted in order to lock on a portion of an
image in a frame. Then the correction transforms are employed to attempt alignment of the
locked target in subsequent frames. The advantage of this process is that low frequency
vibrations below 1 Hz are easily stabilized (Abolmaali, 2007). Noted approach can even tackle
moderate frequency vibrations with advanced image processing algorithms which are usually
quite computationally intensive. Computational demand unfortunately limits the real-time usage
of advanced algorithms.
In electro-mechanical stabilization inertial sensors or gyroscopes are employed to detect
movement. The gyroscope or the sensors measure displacements that are filtered out and sent
to a digital image stabilization system to perform corrections i.e. adjust the image frame.
In contrast to previously described stabilisation methods, the mechanical stabilisation aims to
isolate the camera body from the vibration source. Although vibrations cannot be supressed
completely, such approach is very often necessary as the amplitude and frequency of vibrations
are significantly reduced, thus enabling further optical or digital stabilisation.
In order to have an increased reliability of the process of obstacle detection a passive vibration
system is envisioned in SMART ODS demonstrator. The passive vibration isolation system has an
aim to lower the amplitude and frequency of vibrations which a transmitted to externally
mounted ODS demonstrator from locomotive car body.
9.2. Theoretical Background of Mechanical Vibration Suppression
The vibrations are oscillatory motion of the mechanical system, in which the displacement of
points is small compared with the characteristic dimensions of the system and the period of
oscillation is substantially less than the time interval in which these movement is observed.
Vibrations may be:




stationary, in which the velocity of each point is constant periodic size, independent of
time,
transient, caused by the transient external impulses between the two stationary states,
i.e. enforced, caused by external impulse, and
free, which occur in the absence of external impulse, and are usually self-implsed, i.e.
occur as a result of the transformation of a non-oscillation impulse in oscillation within
the system; for example, upon release of the system, or after the termination of
operation of foreign impulse.

Vibration can occur due to geometrical irregularities of path by which the system is moving,
imbalance of rotating parts, change of friction conditions, coupling of gear pairs, etc. Although
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the vibratory movement is sometimes desirable, far more often the vibrations are considered as
undesirable because they consume energy and cause unwanted sound - noise. The occurrence of
vibration lead to failure of the system, but also to a reduction in comfort and efficiency of people
who are near the sources of vibration. As the vibrations cannot be avoided in the real system, it is
necessary to isolate/control vibration system in order to separate it from the source of vibration.
Engineering practice has shown that the identification of the need for isolation/control of
vibrations must be performed at the very beginning of the design process. Identification of
potential problems with the level of vibration and analysis of vibration load of system is equally
important as the analysis of stress and strain, ensuring system reliability and cost control.
Vibration control can be active, passive and hybrid. In passive vibration control, vibration
amplitude reduction is consequence of the connective element - insulators. Active control implies
the existence of devices for measuring vibrations from the sources in order to counteract the
movement by actuators in the opposite direction. Hybrid vibration control combines active and
passive components into a single system for vibration control.

Figure 9.2 Oscillator with one degree of freedom of movement

Essentially vibration control can have two objectives - to prevent the creation of vibrations from
the system to the environment or to protect the system from vibrations that come from external
sources. Both approaches for vibration control involve elastic suspension system, resulting in
oscillatory system that is defined by support, the system mass (m), the elasticity of the
connection (i.e. stiffness k) and connection damping which is taken into account through the
damping coefficient (more precisely, the coefficient of viscous friction) c (Figure 9.2). The
presented system has one degree of freedom of movement and in the idealized case often
ignores damping.
Although a system with one degree of freedom of movement is a significant simplification of the
real system (does not take into account the connection mass, the assumption of absolute rigidity
of support is made, neglecting of rollover tendencies ...) it provides a very good insight into the
behaviour of vibro-isolated systems (Ver, 2008).
While developing the vibration control system it can be assumed that the system whose vibration
should be controlled is solid a mass, although that system itself can be elastic. This assumption is
valid if the elasticity of connection is far greater than the elasticity of the system, which generally
corresponds reality (GERB, 2000). As it is well known, the degrees of freedom of movement and
their natural frequency is characterized by an oscillatory system. Each degree of freedom of
motion system corresponds to one natural frequency. If there is no damping, the system that is
exited in one of its natural frequencies will never stop with oscillating motion. The
aforementioned state of the system is called resonance, and the natural frequency is sometimes
called the resonant frequency. Damping is harvesting vibration energy from the system, which
results in a decrease in amplitude over time. Damping can be a hysteresis damping in case of
elastomer based isolators, or a viscous damping with hydraulic dampeners. In engineering
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practice, it is common to approximate hysteresis damping model through viscous damping due to
the simpler forms of differential equations that describe the movement of the system.
Natural frequency of system with one degree of freedom is a function of the mass of the system
(m) and the dynamic stiffness of the spring (kdyn):

fn 

1
2

kdyn
m

(18)

The performance of vibration isolators can be assessed through the transmissibility which is
defined as the ratio of inputs and outputs (energy, force, displacement, acceleration) and it is the
dimensionless quantity. With the model of viscous damping, transmissibility is defined as a
function of ratio between the excitation frequency and the natural frequency and damping factor
(ζ):
T
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where r is the adjustment factor which represents the ratio of excitation frequency and natural
frequency:

r

f
fn

(20)

Figure shows the functional dependence of transmissibility (T) from the adjustment factor (r) for
different values of damping factor (ζ). When the excitation frequency is much lower than natural
frequency, the transmissibility of the system is approximately equal to one, i.e. vibrations are
transmitted from input to output without decrease of intensity. If the frequency of the excitation
is in the neighbourhood of natural frequency, the transmissibility of the system is very high, i.e.
the intensity of vibration is increased.
The characteristic point on the x - axis of the chart is the value adjustment factor r = 2 when
transmissibility of the system is equal to one again. With increase of adjustment factors over the
value ofr = 2 transmissibility of the system becomes smaller than one i.e. intensity of
vibrations is decreases. Value adjustment factors divide the diagram shown on Figure on two
regions - the amplification region where r > 2 and isolation region where r < 2 . Since the
goal of vibration isolation is reduction of their intensity, it is clear that the adjustment factor, i.e.
the ratio of excitation and isolator natural frequency must be greater than r = 2 . A practical
recommendation is that the value adjustment factor is in the range r = 3 ... 4. Increase of
adjustment factor over the value r = 4 makes little sense due to economic reasons (GERB, 2000).
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Figure 9.3 Transmissibility of system with one degree of freedom of movement (Ver, 2008)

If the analysis of functional dependence of transmissibility for different values of damping factor
(Figure 9.3) is made, it can be concluded that with the increase of damping the transmissibility at
resonance decreases. Transmissibility value varies considerably when changing the value of the
damping ratio for the constant adjustment factor. Because of this, it is necessary to make a
compromise when selecting values of damping. If value of excitation frequency is known, a small
damping value with a large value of adjustment factor should be selected, as the transmissibility
in this case will be minimal. However, if there are multiple excitation frequency, or they are not
known or cannot be avoided, damping value should be chosen as high as possible (LORD, 2008).
This is valid if the system has transitional periods in which the excitation frequency is passing
through the resonant area. The high value of damping will reduce the maximum possible
transmissibility when the excitation frequency is around isolator natural frequency.
It is interesting to note that the rigid connection of the system with the source of vibrations is
better solution than an incorrectly isolated system. If the system is rigidly connected to a
vibration source of vibration transmissibility will be equal to one. In the case of incorrectly
isolated system (the system in the amplification area) transmissibility will be far greater which
results in multiplication of intensity of vibration.
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Figure 9.4 Curve of resonant system status [Тrelleborg, 2010]

A well-defined vibration insulator can theoretically reduce vibration levels to only 2% compared
to the input level (Figure 9.49.4). Due to the above defined economic criteria in practice the
percentage of the isolation is approximately 90%.
Real systems have six degrees of freedom which corresponds to six natural frequencies. As there
are no absolutely rigid bodies in reality, there are a number of additional natural frequencies that
are associated with the deformation of the body under the influence of external loads. From the
previous analysis, it clear that the ratio of excitation frequency and all possible isolator natural
frequencies should be greater than r = 2 so the isolator can perform its function. Although the
theoretical consideration and calculation of the real system is possible based on the available
analytical equations, such analysis is too complicated for practical application and it is very rarely
used (Ver, 2008).
9.3. State of the art in passive vibration isolators
The passive vibration isolation is usually performed by market available solutions, as they are
widely available from major manufacturers (Trelleborg IAVS, Lord Corporation, ContiTech, …).
Such approach is also cost effective as custom design of an isolation device would require more
time and financial resources than to find appropriate isolator from available market solutions.
The passive isolators for imaging applications available on the market can be categorised in three
major groups:
1. solid viscoelastic dampers which main representative are rubber (elastomer) or rubber
– metal isolators,
2. hysteretic isolators which main representatives are metal springs and wire rope
isolators,
3. hysteretic-viscoelastic fluid isolators which are made by combination of steel springs
with viscoelastic fluid dampers.
9.3.1. Rubber – metal isolators
Rubber-metal springs have a broad application as elements for suppression of impact or vibratory
loads and distribution of loads between the supports. The spring is consisting of metal plates
connected by natural or synthetic rubber by vulcanisation or injection moulding. Noted design
enables the usage of advantages of both components: high deformability and energy absorption
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of rubber and ability to sustain high pressure loads by metal parts. How rubber is an
incompressible material, it can change its shape, but it cannot change its volume. If the rubber is
loaded simultaneously on all sides i.e. if free deformation is prevented, then it loses its elastic
properties. The pressure loaded connection between rubber and metal prevent free transverse
deformations of the rubber. Due to the above, the ability of amortization of rubber-metal springs
depends not only on the amortisation characteristics of rubber, but also the number, shape and
arrangement of the metal plates in spring assembly. The basic advantages of noted springs in
regard to metal springs are: lower price, easier assembly, lower mass (six time smaller for the
same vibration suppression ability), lower risk from corrosion and failure and elimination of need
for lubrication. The basic disadvantages of rubber-metal springs are lack of reliability during the
life of the element caused by the aging process, the deterioration of mechanical properties at
elevated or low temperatures, as well as the occurrence of permanent set.
Rubber-metal springs are used in all industry segments. Special rubber-metal types were
developed for mounting instrumentation, measuring equipment and cameras as shown in Table 5
5.
Table 5 Rubber-metal springs for sensitive equipment and instruments (Trelleborg, 2010)
Application

Spring type

Sensitive equipment
Electronics, cameras, fans, small
pumps
Transport protection
Computers, measuring equipment
Instruments
Electric equipment racks, radio
equipment, mobile computer
equipment
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Figure 9.5 Comparison between the uncorrected and corrected images for vibration frequency of 3.5 Hz (a)
Images and (b) Acceleration data; Percentage Correction: Max: 85.49 %; Min: 88.77 %; Avg: 87.13 %
[Abolmaali, 2007]

The advantages using rubber-metal springs for imaging applications are well documented. For
instance, Deng (Deng et al, 2017) showed that that the vibration of the flywheel reduced the
image quality of the camera by almost 20% in satellite imaging applications. The observed effect
was diminished upon the addition of the metal-rubber shock absorber. Abolmaali (Abolmaali,
2007) successfully designed a rubber-metal isolator which performance is shown on Figure 9.5.
The developed isolator was highly effective in stabilizing the image distortion from CCTV camera
mounted on a pole. In majority of experimental cases the vibrations were suppressed. The
performance of isolator increased with the increase of frequency which is essential for imaging
applications. At vibration frequencies of 4.8 Hz and higher the images were corrected by up to
90.6 %.
9.3.2. Hysteretic isolators
Hysteretic systems dissipate energy independently of the load rate. As already noted, the main
representatives are metallic springs and wire rope isolators. Metallic springs dissipate energy
trough yielding of metals as one form of internal friction. The metallic springs are strategically
placed in the frame to provide isolation of multiple directions as shown in Figure 9.6. Metallic
springs possess almost no damping, so the transmissibility at resonance is extremely high.
Furthermore, every metallic spring has a surge frequency at which vibration passes through
without being isolated (usually at high frequency). Due to noted disadvantages in practice
metallic springs are very rarely used alone. They are usually combined with viscoelastic fluid
dampers or elastomer elements in order to increase dampening.
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Figure 9.6 Metallic spring camera isolator

Wire rope isolators which function on the same principle as the leaf springs. Two plates are
connected by several preconfigured wire ropes as shown on Figure 9.7. The wire ropes act as a
metallic spring to provide elasticity and vibration suppression trough yielding. The friction
between the small metal strands that make up a wire provides dampening. The major advantage
of wire rope isolators is that they can provide isolation in all directions.

Figure 9.7 Friction based isolator - Stratus Productions ("Stratus Productions")

The performance of wire rope isolators is not so well documented as for rubber-metal springs.
Demetriades et al. (Demetriades, 1993) and Balaji et al (Balaji, 2016) showed that the damping of
wire rope ranges from 10 to 30%.
Hysteretic isolators are usually combined with gimbals to provide more time for their reaction
and to protect their bearings from sudden movements of high amplitude.
9.3.3. Viscous fluid isolators
Viscous fluid dampers consist of a hollow cylinder filled with fluid which is in most of the designs
silicone based. When subjected to vibratory load the fluid is forced to flow through openings
either around or through the piston head. Due to fluid internal friction and friction of the fluid
and the cylinder components the vibrational energy is dissipated in the form of heat.
Furthermore, fluid flow through openings cause significant pressure differences on the upstream
side and on the downstream side. The resulting pressure difference can produce very large forces
that resist the relative motion of the damper (Lee, 2001). Viscoelastic fluid isolators are activated
even for low displacements and their properties are mostly frequency and temperature
independent. Due to high forces generated fluid leakage can be a problem. Furthermore, most of
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the vibrational energy transforms into heat, resulting in a temperature rise. With the rise of
temperature, the fluid viscosity decreases as well as the effectiveness of the damper.

Figure 9.8 Camera isolation mount manufactured by Chapman (Chapman-Leonard, 2017)

Although very effective in vibration isolation (up to 90 %), viscoelastic fluid isolators in imaging
application are usually combined with metallic springs as shown on Figure 9.8.
In combination with metallic springs viscoelastic fluid isolators can achieve up to 90 % of isolation,
while decreasing the heat output and sustaining higher loads than operating as a standalone
isolators.
9.4. Locomotive car body vibrations
The main source of the railway vehicle vibrations during its movement is the contact between a
wheel and the rail. While in motion on the rail, vehicle performs a complex oscillatory movement
in the longitudinal, the lateral and the vertical direction. These oscillations are a result of dynamic
forces that occur due to different causes such as roughness of the rails, gaps on the joints
between the rails, cone of the rolling area of the wheels, presence of unevenness on the rolling
area of the wheels, physical property of the materials the rails and the wheels are made of, type
of suspension, changes of the speed of the vehicle, etc.
Vibrations of wheel-sets can be periodical (occurring frequently) and single (accidental). Causes
of the periodical wheel-set vibrations are elasticity of the railway track, wavy wearing of the rails,
rail joints and welded rail joints. The primary cause of single vibrations is crossing of the wheels
over switch-points etc. Forced oscillations of vehicles with a possibility of resonance of the
suspended parts are consequence of all those causes (Stamenković, 2011).
Especially important is to determine resonant frequencies of the locomotive as they can cause
larger amplitude oscillations. At resonant frequencies, even small amplitude input vibration
causes large output oscillations. Further exacerbating the vibration environment, coupling of the
axes of movement occurs: motions in one direction contribute to motion in a different direction
(DiFiore, 2012).
In order to study the locomotive dynamic characteristics in realistic running conditions several
field test were performed by SMART team from UNI in the previous years. Data acquisition
system for experimental verification of dynamic characteristics of locomotives in service was
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designed and produced at UNI, in cooperation with the company EUROgenyx from Niš, under the
frame of the project funded by the Ministry of Science and Technological Development of the
Republic of Serbia. The aim of research was to make a study of locomotive dynamic behaviour in
relation to the position of the locomotive on the track and its current speed.
The acquisition system consists of a measuring sensor subsystem that includes six triaxial
acceleration sensors and an independent global positioning system (Global Positioning System GPS) which are, through a central unit, connected to a computer as an acquisition device.
Computer also hosts the corresponding software application for collecting and analysing
measurement data.

Figure 9.9 The acquisition system central unit

Figure 9.10 Software CALMNESSdrive for data acquisition and data analysis during testing of dynamic
characteristics of railway vehicles

For acceleration measurement, the triaxial acceleration sensor LIS3LV02DQ was used with linear
digital output signal. The sensor has a silicone measuring element which generate signal which is
transmitted over the I2C/SPI serial interface. The measurement range is ±2g or ±6g, up to 640 Hz
for all measuring axes. The sensor was sealed in a custom case which enabled resistance to
environmental effects, with an operating range of -40 - +85 °C. GPS module is based on SirfStar III
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chip which determines vehicle position and velocity. Sensors are connected to central unit
(named EUROAcc, Figure 9.9) which enables autonomous data acquisition. The central unit has
microprocessor with 128 MB of cache memory, USB interface for connection to acquisition
device, RS232 module for communication to sensors (acceleration and GPS) and a SD card
storage system for data storage connected by SPI protocol. Microcontroller performs the
function of real-time clock, A/D conversion, communication with sensors and software filtering of
data acquired from acceleration sensors. The central unit is powered by a 12V/1.1Ah
accumulator with gel electrolyte which enables autonomy of up to 4h.
The special windows software named CALMNESSdrive (Figure 9.10) was also developed for data
acquisition on a computer via the USB interface. The software has a capability to show in realtime data from all the sensors, distance travelled and vehicle speed, as well as statistical values
(minimum and maximum) related to any acquired data. Software also performs FFT analysis in
real time and gives the position of the locomotive according to Google maps at the desired
magnification. Maps can accessed from the device memory or directly from the Google maps
server if internet connection is available.
Several field test were performed from 2007 till 2011 with different locomotives and in different
operating conditions. One of tests with SMART evaluation vehicle (series 444) were performed in
March 2010 with locomotive with individual number 444-017 (Figure 9.11) while pulling the train
of 252 m length and 1076 t weight, with 72 axles on the 40 km length railway line Niš – Leskovac
which is a part of track to Preševo (evaluation possibility 5).

Figure 9.11 Serbian railways electric locomotive 444-017

Figure 9.12 The positioning of acceleration sensors

The installation of the measuring equipment on locomotive was done just before the departure
of the train at the marshalling yard Niš. The layout of the acceleration sensors on the locomotive
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for measuring accelerations in different directions during field test is shown in Figure 9.12. The
layout was of the sensors was defined according to code UIC 518.
Six triaxial sensor modules were installed on the locomotive at three levels. Sensors labeled with
S1 and S3 were placed on the axle housing assembly of the first and fourth axis on the left,
modules S2 and S4 on the bogie frame above the first and fourth axis on the left and modules S5
and S6 on locomotive car body in the engine room above the central bolt of the first and second
bogies (Figure ). The GPS receiver was placed on the roof of the cabin.
Table 6. Field test data
Time
(h,min,s)

Speed
(km/h)

Description of event

Location

09,56,28
09,57,23
09,57,55
09,57,58

0
3,6
14,5
14,5

Standing still
Acceleration
Crossing the switch
Crossing the switch

Station Red Cross
Station Red Cross
Station Red Cross
Station Red Cross
Red Cross – main Niš
station
Nišava bridge - town
Depart from the main
Niš station
Metro
Niš exit bridge

10,00,00

23,6

Curve

10,01,31

32,7

Crossing the bridge

10,08,51

29,1

Crossing the switch

10,11,20
10,12,38

65,4
69,0

10,16,46

30,9

10,18,46

72,7

10,20,10

72,7

10,25,11

54,5

10,26,35

58,1

10,26,59
10,30,46
10,31,41
10,52,17

70,8
69,0
29,1
65,4

10,53,33

65,4

10,55,09
10,57,09

63,6
16,3

10,59,05

69

11,00,59

72,7

Moving in straight line
Crossing the bridge
Acceleration at straight
Niš-Leskovac
line
Moving in straight line
One of the less calm
Belotinac
records
Moving in straight line
Belotinac
Strong impact
Crossing the bridge
Doljevac
Crossing
the
station
Doljevac
Doljevac
Exit the station Doljevac
Doljevac
Exit the station Doljevac
Doljevac-Brestovac
Crossing the switch
On km 267,400
Moving in straight line
In front village Lipovica
Moving in straight line
Increased
lateral
Village Lipovica
vibrations
Crossing the bridge
Village Pečenjevac
Moving in straight line
Village Pečenjevac
Crossing
the
station
Village Pečenjevac
Pečenjevac
Moving in straight line
Approach to Leskovac
Gently shaking
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Acceleration
values
L – lateral
V - vertical
L=0,0g
V=0,0g
L=0,3g V=0,3g
L =0,8g V=1,0g
L =1,1g V=1,1g
L =0,5g V=0,8g
L =0,7g V=2,3g
L =0,9g V=1,6g
L =0,5g V=0,9g
L =1,3g V=1,6g
L =0,9g V=1,9g
L =0,7g V=1,2g
L =0,9g V=2,1g
L =0,6g V=1,0g
L =0,5g V=1,1g
L =1,0g V=2,1g
L =0,8g V=1,7g
L =0,8g V=2,4g
L =0,4g V=0,9g
L =0,5g V=1,2g
L =0,6g V=1,5g
L =0,3g V=0,5g
L =0,8g V=1,6g
L =0,8g V=1,6g
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11,07,27

45,4

11,09,06
11,10,28

43,6
0

11,13,58

32,7

11,14,36

30,9

Moving in straight line
Approach to Leskovac
Decreased shaking
Moving in straight line
Approach to Leskovac
Signal stop
Station Leskovac
Entrance to Leskovac
Station Leskovac
station
Stopping
Station Leskovac

L =0,5g V=0,9g
L =1,3g V=1,6g
L =0,1g V=0,1g
L =0,6g V=0,7g
L =0,7g V=1,3g

The acquisition computer was located in the cabin of the locomotive (Figure 9.13). The sampling
frequency was 160 Hz. The test run duration was one hour and 14 minutes for a for a 40 km
section of the track.

Figure 9.13 Acquisition computer in locomotive cabin

Some of the data about movement and vibration values are presented in Table 6. The data are
listed according the time event was occurred.
In 2010 the track to Preševo was in bad shape so in some of the sections the speed was limited
by IM. The analysis of locomotive car body vibrations was performed only in sections were the
speed was above 70 km/h. Figure 9.14 shows acceleration of locomotive car body at speed of 75
km/h.

Figure 9.14 Vibrations of the locomotive car body
x - longitudinal direction, y - lateral direction, z – direction
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From Figure 9.14 it is clear that the accelerations of the locomotive car body have maximum
values in the vertical direction. The level of vibrations in lateral direction is considerably smaller
than in vertical direction, but on the other hand larger than in longitudinal direction. The
maximum, minimum and mean values of acceleration for all of the directions is given Table for
observed section of the track. From the presented data in Table 7 it is clear that the maximal
value of acceleration is 2.77 m/s2 in vertical direction. The acceleration levels falling by about
factor of two between the vertical, lateral and longitudinal direction. The average value of
acceleration for all directions is rather low even for a track which was in bad shape.
Table 7. Acceleration values for the observed section of the track
Acceleration (m/s2)
x
y
Mean
0.13
0.30
Max
0.75
1.21
Min
0
0

z
0.51
2.77
0

Spectra of measured vertical locomotive carbody accelerations, v = 75
km/h

Power , (m/s2)2pk
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Figure 9.15 Power spectrum of the vertical locomotive carbody accelerations for the observed section of
the track

Figure 9.15 shows the power spectrum of the vertical locomotive carbody accelerations for the
observed section of the track at locomotive speed of 75 km/h. From the power spectrum it is
clear that are several resonant frequencies between 1 and 40 Hz, with the largest peeks around
12 and 26 Hz.
The presented data from the field test of dynamic characteristics of SMART evaluation vehicle
locomotive series 444 are in agreement with findings from other authors.
For instance, Andersson et al determined that the structural dynamics of rail vehicles give rise to
several resonances in the 0.5–20 Hz frequency range (Andersson, 2005). Furthermore as
observed from the field tests, the magnitude of vertical vibration in rail vehicles is well below
many other types of vehicles (Dupuis & Zerlett, 1986; Griffin, 1990; Johanning, 1998).
Johanning et al (Johanning, 2006) measured vibration exposure of US locomotive drivers in
service according to standard ISO 2631-1:1997 on 51 locomotives manufactured by different
companies. The authors recorded acceleration on the floor of the locomotive and on the
locomotive driver seat area. The results from measurements are shown in Table 8.
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Table 8. Acceleration values from measurement of 51 US locomotive floor (Johanning, 2006)
Acceleration (m/s2)
x
y
z
Mean
0.09
0.19
0.30
Max
3.04
2.13
3.12
Min
0.05
0.05
0.15
It is clear from Table 8 that the acceleration values in long term testing were comparable to
values recorded by UNI SMART team.

Figure 9.16. Accelerometers positioned on carbody

Carlbom in his PhD thesis (Carlbom, 2000) reported the power spectrum of locomotive carbody
vibrations as shown in Figure 9.17. The data was collected on several positions of the carbody as
shown on Figure 9.16. The data presented suggests that resonant frequencies similar for the
whole body but the acceleration power can differ significantly over the vehicle length. The
resonant frequencies are in the range of 1 – 18 Hz which is in agreement with finding from other
authors and UNI SMART team field tests.

Figure 9.17 Locomotive carbody vibrations power spectrum (Carlbom, 2000)
x - longitudinal direction, y - lateral direction, z – direction
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9.5 Technical requirements
Based on performed analysis of vibratory loads and general and evaluation imposed
requirements the requirements for the mounting construction and ODS demonstrator vibration
isolation are defined and structured.
9.5.1. Technical requirements for the mounting construction
Requirement No.
P1
Name:

Support and vibration isolation of the ODS case body

Description:

The mounting construction should provide support of the ODS
demonstrator case body.
The mounting construction should isolate the ODS demonstrator
body from vibrations transmitted from the vehicle.
The vibration isolation should be realised by passive isolator for the
minimal disturbing frequency of 1 Hz.
For successful recognition of obstacles by vision technologies the
acquired images from sensors must be free from distortions induced
by vibrations. As low frequency vibration (bellow 1 Hz) are easily
stabilised by digital image stabilisation, the upper frequencies which
cause significant image distortion should be isolated.
Mandatory

Comments:

Indicative priority:
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10. System integration
Work Package 2 and Work Package 3 deal with the integration of SMART hardware and software
subsystem components into a complete, operational system that which will be evaluated in the
frame of WP 7. WP 2 integrates the sensors which detailed specification will be further
elaborated in the frame of System integration is the process of bringing together subsystem
functionalities and ensuring that they work together as a system. A prerequisite in order to
obtain a working system is obviously that the intended functionalities of all subsystem
components have been successfully realised and verified (tested) before the integration with
other subsystems takes place. Without such subsystem testing, many errors in the complete
system must be anticipated; the origin can be hard to identify in a complex system, the
debugging can be intricate, and also the subsystem responsibility easily becomes fragmented
among the contributing partners.
The tasks in noted work packages are defined to lead to a TRL4 demonstrator of the system
which will be upgraded for evaluation purposes envisioned in the frame of WP 7 to TRL 5
demonstrator. The TRL demonstrator will be a complete functional system which will be with
defined mounting to evaluation vehicle upgraded to TRL5.
10.1. Technical requirements for a TRL5 demonstrator
Requirement No.

INT1

Name:

TRL 4 demonstrator integration – sensor case and mounting

Description:

All the sensor envisioned in the SMART demonstrator should be
integrated into one case to create a TRL 4 demonstrator.

Comments:

To enable various evaluation possibilities envisioned it is necessary
to create a portable system which would integrate all the hardware
necessary for obstacle detection. The case should provide:








sensor mounting,
protection of sensors from accidental damage,
protection of sensor from environmental effects,
power for the sensors,
real time sensor connection,
real time hardware for obstacle detection,
storage system for data saving.

Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

INT2

Name:

Sensors implemented into SMART demonstrator

Description:

Different vision sensors to be combined with laser sensor. Remark:
The actual sensors selected will be defined in the detailed
specification

Comments:

Anticipated sensors:


multi-stereo image sensor
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image intensifier
monochromatic image sensor
IC image sensor
laser range finder
GPS sensor
inertial sensors

The processing from the sensors must be performed in real time.
Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

INT3

Name:

Connection to locomotive

Description:

The TRL 4 demonstrator (ODS demonstrator sensor case) should be
connected to mounting construction for vehicle mounting to create
a TRL 5 demonstrator.

Comments:

As two at least two vehicles will be used in evaluation, the
demonstrator should be able to connect to them via the passive
vibration isolation interface.

Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

INT4

Name:

Demonstrator case dimensions

Description:

Demonstrator case dimensions and its mounting must be smaller
than the frontal profile dimension of the vehicles used in evaluation.

Comments:

Permits for evaluation on a network managed by Serbian Railways
Infrastructure can be obtained only if proofs are given that mounted
demonstrator case dimensions are smaller than the dimensions of
the vehicle frontal profile.

Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

INT5

Name:

ODS demonstrator case mass

Description:

ODS demonstrator case and mounting construction mass must not
change significantly the vehicle mass and axle load.

Comments:

Permits for evaluation on a network managed by Serbian Railways
Infrastructure can be obtained only if proofs are given that the
combined mass of sensor case and its mounting does not
significantly change the vehicle mass.
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Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

INT6

Name:

ODS demonstrator case does not cause vehicle driver visibility
disruption

Description:

Mounted ODS demonstrator case must not in any circumstances
disrupt driver visibility of the track in front of the vehicle.

Comments:

Permits for evaluation on a network managed by Serbian Railways
Infrastructure can be obtained only if proofs are given that mounted
ODS demonstrator case does not influence visibility of the track in
front of vehicle.

Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

INT7

Name:

Resistance to vibrations

Description:

ODS demonstrator case and its mounting must be designed to
satisfy requirements by EN 61373:2010 – Rolling stock equipment –
Shock and vibration tests for a Category 1 Class B device

Comments:

Permits for evaluation on a network managed by Serbian Railways
Infrastructure can be obtained only if proofs are given that mounted
demonstrator case can sustain vibratory loads defined by EN
61373:2010

Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

INT8

Name:

Resistance to environmental effects

Description:

The ODS demonstrator case and its mounting should be able to
perform is functions in all weather conditions.




Comments:

operation temperature range: -25º C up to + 40º C
height above sea level: up to 1200 m
air humidity: 90%

The recognition of obstacles must be performed in all weather
conditions.
Environmental effects must not endanger functioning of the system
sensors.

Indicative priority:

Mandatory
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Requirement No.

INT9

Name:

Corrosion resistant

Description:

The ODS mounting and sensor case should be corrosion resistant.

Comments:

As mounting and case are subjected to environmental impact, they
should be corrosion resistant.

Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

INT10

Name:

No connection with the control & command systems of the vehicle

Description:

The ODS TRL5 demonstrator must not be connected to brakes and
vehicle command. The system provides information to driver if
possible obstacle is detected.

Comments:

Permits for evaluation on a network managed by Serbian Railways
Infrastructure can be obtained only if proofs are given that
demonstrator does not interfere with the control & command
systems and brakes.

Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

INT11

Name:

Electric & electromagnetic compatibility

Description:

The ODS TRL4/5 demonstrator should be short circuit protected and
electronically compatible according to EN 50155:2007.

Comments:

Permits for evaluation on a network managed by Serbian Railways
Infrastructure can be obtained only if proofs are given that
demonstrator is designed according to the standard EN 50155:2007
regarding the short circuit protection and electromagnetic
compatibility.

Indicative priority:

Mandatory

10.1.1. Processing
Requirement No.

INT12

Name:

Functional target specification of all sub-system components

Description:

Functional target specifications will be established, and will define
metrics and procedures to be used in the system integration stage

Comments:
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Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

INT13

Name:

Documentation of all sub-system components

Description:

The documentation required in order to integrate sub-system
components into a complete system, such as:







Functional specification
Mechanical design drawings
User manual
Source code
Interface definitions
Installation guidelines

Comments:
Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

INT14

Name:

Mechanical design of the ODS demonstrator case and its mounting

Description:

The design of the ODS demonstrator case will be performed in Task
2.1, while design of mounting will be performed in Task 7.2

Comments:
Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

INT15

Name:

Conformance evaluation requirements must be established

Description:

Predefined evaluation methodologies based on predefined
evaluation metrics must be established for conformance evaluation
performed in Task 2.5.

Comments:
Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

INT16

Name:

Identification of evaluation metrics and procedures for conformance
evaluation

Description:

Shared metrics for approving that a system or sub-system conforms
to target specifications must be established. Typically, these
standards will be defined between the partners handing over and
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receiving sub-systems, and will vary and be adapted to the nature of
the system or sub-system in question.
Comments:
Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

INT17

Name:

Conformance evaluation parameters – minimum requirements for
all testing

Description:

Evaluation plans shall as a minimum contain the following items:







Definition of evaluation site and test personnel (partners),
Conformance to interface definitions,
Conformance to functional requirements,
Conformance to performance related requirements (these
might preferably be carried out by the sub-system developer
before the integration stages),
Conformance to safety/ hazard requirements,
Conformance to documentation requirements.

Comments:
Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

INT18

Name:

Conformance evaluation protocol design

Description:

Evaluation plans shall have unique definition of evaluated objects
(physical components shall be uniquely marked and software shall
have correct version numbering). It shall further contain information
about evaluation site, date and personnel.
The evaluation protocol when feasible will be designed with the
following information for each item:






Unique identifier,
Description of activities,
Description of expected results (which should be in
accordance with target specifications),
Check box field for entering results with the following
alternatives: Passed/Failed,
Field for entering observations (in particular observations
when the “Failed” box was checked).

Comments:
Indicative priority:

Mandatory
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10.1.2. Outputs
Requirement No.

INT19

Name:

CAD model of the ODS demonstrator case and its locomotive
mounting

Description:

CAD model of the ODS demonstrator case will be defined in Task 2.5,
while CAD model of mounting will be defined in Task 7.2

Comments:

CAD model of the ODS demonstrator and mounting case is
necessary for manufacturing of TRL4/5 demonstrator.

Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

INT20

Name:

TRL4/5 demonstrator

Description:

TRL4 demonstrator will be manufactured in the frame of Task 2.5,
while TRL5 demonstrator will be manufactured in the frame of Task
7.2 by combining TRL 4 demonstrator with ODS mounting.

Comments:
Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

INT21

Name:

Sub-system reports from conformance evaluation

Description:

For SMART sub-systems, the results of conformance evaluation will
be stored as project internal development documentation.

Comments:
Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

INT22

Name:

Data sheet and measurement/test protocols

Description:

Conformance with requirements and specifications has been proven
with a final data sheet and evaluation protocols

Reason /
Comments:
Indicative priority:

Mandatory

10.1.3. Interfaces
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Requirement No.

INT23

Name:

Analysis of sub-system conformance testing outcomes

Description:

For sub-system conformance evaluation, the outcomes will be
determined as a result of conformance evaluation involving the
partners delivering (technology development work packages) and
receiving technology (system integrators).

Comments:
Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

INT24

Name:

Sub-system components not meeting all conformance evaluation
requirements

Description:

It must be anticipated that not all sub-systems will meet all
conformance evaluation requirements. In these cases, there will
have to be a discussion about the severity of the failed items, the
possibility to correct these items at a later stage (in WP 7), and the
overall system consequences of not integrating the component in
question.

Comments:
Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

INT25

Name:

Evaluation of integrated system

Description:

Evaluation of integrated system will be performed in the frame of
WP 7. All the procedures related to system evaluation will be
defined in the noted work package.

Comments:
Indicative priority:

Mandatory

10.1.4. Performance
Requirement No.

INT26

Name:

ODS demonstrator performance testing

Description:

The integrated system will be subject to performance testing. These
tests will partly be to done to verify that sub-components performs
as planned, and partly to verify that system features of the
integrated system performs.
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Performance test parameters will be derived/extracted from target
system specifications.
Comments:
Indicative priority:

Mandatory

10.3. Non-functional requirements
Requirement No.

INT27

Name:

The ODS demonstrator case and mounting transferability

Description:

The ODS demonstrator case and its mounting should be easily
transportable to enable its easy transport to various evaluation
testing locations.

Comments:

As there are numerous evaluation possibilities and the demonstrator
should not be permanently attached to certain locomotive during
evaluation period it would be beneficial that transport to evaluation
locations can be made by a car.

Indicative priority:

Desirable

Requirement No.

INT28

Name:

The ODS demonstrator case and mounting mass

Description:

The mass of ODS demonstrator case, as well as its mounting, should
be lower than the lifting capacity of two people.

Comments:

It is desirable that the ODS demonstrator case and mountingcan be
lifted by two people to height of the hand rail of the vehicle to
enable mounting without special lifting equipment.

Indicative priority:

Desirable

Requirement No.

INT29

Name:

ODS demonstrator must be possible to transport in Europe

Description:

The integrated system will have to be moved between various
locations in Europe. The assembly quality of all components must
therefore be sufficient to allow safe transport using commercial
freight services.

Comments:
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Indicative priority:

Mandatory

Requirement No.

INT30

Name:

The ODS demonstrator must be properly insured and declared at
customs when transported across borders.

Description:

With substantial accumulated effort and component value follows
the need for insurance. With the component value follows also the
need to avoid taxes at each customs border.

Comments:
Indicative priority:

Mandatory
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11. Conclusion
The primary goal of increasing the quality of rail freight, as well its effectiveness and capacity, is
in line with European transport strategy 2011-2021 (Roadmap to a Single European Transport
Area - Towards a competitive and resource efficient transport system). Initiatives proposed have
a goal to shift 30% of road freight over 300 km to other transport modes such as rail or
waterborne transport by 2030, and more than 50% by 2050 [MAAP 2015]. In order to achieve
such vision, developing of new infrastructure will be necessary, as well as increasing of efficiency
and throughput of the existing infrastructure.
One of the ways to increase of efficiency of existing infrastructure is to automate the cargo haul.
Trains are more suited for autonomous operation than other types of vehicles (especially road
vehicles) as they are moving on a fixed and known track. Nevertheless, most of the innovation in
autonomous vehicles is occurring on the road due to lack of innovation in railway automation as
a consequence of railway heavy regulation and extreme focus on safety. Noted regulations and
safety focus hampers the implementation of recent innovations in autonomous driving and
pushes cargo transport to road with much higher risks and casualty levels.
Very important part of the autonomous train operation is the novel obstacle detection system for
usage in automation of cargo haul. The developed obstacle detection system would make an
important contribution to automated cargo haul trains necessary for implementation of EU
transport strategy. Autonomous trains are significantly more efficient, safer, cheaper and have
less downtime than human-operated trains. Shift2Rail Multi -annual Action Plan [MAAP 2015]
outlines numerous advantages of cargo haul automation which include the benefits for quality of
service (due to better punctuality), increase of capacity (10 – 50%), reduced system costs (20%
energy saving), reduction of operation costs (50% reduction of cost for drivers) and overall
efficiency increase of 10 %. All of these benefits will result in a system cost reduction in the threedigit million Euro range, as well as great customer benefits [MAAP 2015]. The cargo haul
automation is of highest priority for the future of European rail freight and it is one of
innovations which will lead to turnaround necessary for achievement of transport strategy goals.
Deliverable D1.1 “Obstacle Detection System Requirements and Specification” formalizes
requirements that developed obstacle detection system (ODS) within the SMART project should
fulfil. This deliverable document reports the activities, effort and work performed under Work
Package 1 (WP1 - Requirements and Specification for obstacle detection) and a list of
requirements and specifications that will guide SMART research and development activities
considering obstacle detection system during complete project cycle is presented. Detailed
requests of evaluation and subsystems planed in concept SMART ODS demonstrator are
presented.
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